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Foreword by the President

T

oday we face enormous global challenges, including climate change and the eradication of global
poverty. We must also address the needs of people forced to leave their homes to escape conflict
or seek a better life.
The EU is contributing significantly to the achievement of
the Sustainable Development Goals within Europe and outside the EU. Indeed, the EIB, the EU bank, conducts around
10% of its activities outside the EU’s borders. In 2017, we
signed 100 new projects, for which we will lend EUR 7.2bn.
This supports and enables some EUR 23bn of investment in
total.
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This report on the results of our activities outside the EU
reveals, for example, that:
• 17 million people will benefit from safer water supply
and improved sanitation as a result of the projects we are
supporting;
• New electricity generation from clean, renewable sources will be enough to supply 6 million homes, addressing basic needs and tackling climate change at the same
time;

Foreword by the President

dramatically increase financial inclusion, and already
provides a convenient and corruption-resistant way for
750 000 households to receive social welfare payments.
We are also acting to help countries in the EU neighbourhood cope with the effects of migration and build their
long-term economic resilience. In Lebanon, our long-term
finance to support lending to smaller businesses will sustain 20 500 jobs and enable growth and employment enhancing investments, helping this country as it hosts huge
numbers of refugees.
Mitigating climate change and enabling adaptation is another top priority. In Fiji, in the wake of Cyclone Winston,
one project is helping the country deal with the existential
threat posed by climate change by upgrading water and
sewerage systems to reduce vulnerability while extending
these basic services to thousands of households.
I am very proud of the fact that we are able to finance projects like these, because I know that without our help many
of them would not have been able to go ahead – or, at least,
not in a way that would have had such an impact. We make
such a difference because we step in to bridge market gaps,
offering what the market is not able to offer, and enabling
sound and much needed investments to take place. We
make a difference with long-term financing that is otherwise unavailable. Or with our technical advice and assistance in preparing and implementing a project that works.
Indeed, our technical assistance may help attract other
sources of finance.

• Better access to finance for micro-enterprises, and smaller businesses will support the jobs of 542 000 people
working in those firms, as well as giving them resources they need to create more jobs and expand their
outreach.
These are just some of the headline figures outlined in this
report.
To understand better the difference that we can make, we
need to dive deeper and look at individual projects, such
as our risk-taking equity financing of M-Birr. This Ethiopian start-up is rolling-out a mobile payments system to

Partnership is essential. We are able to achieve these results, as the EIB, because of our unique role as an EU institution – owned by and accountable to the Member States –
and our dedication to mobilising the finance and expertise
to implement EU external policies. Our achievements in recent years have been possible because of the bundling of
EIB resources and expertise with the complementary guarantees and grants provided by EU Member States and the
European Commission.
I look forward to continuing to strengthen this partnership,
so that – together – we can achieve even greater impact in
our neighbourhood and around the world.
Werner Hoyer
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Introduction
Financing global impact
The EIB works to support projects all
around the world that have real,
tangible development impacts. That
is the focus of this report. As an EU
institution and the world’s largest
multilateral lender, the Bank has a
unique capability to mobilise
resources and expertise to achieve
EU objectives. As the EU bank, we
are dedicated to providing the
finance needed to achieve EU
Member States’ common goals
outside the EU.

T

his report describes both the results that we expect
from the new projects supported in 2017, and the impacts that many older projects have already made
possible. It examines how we:

• contribute to the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs);
• tackle the immense challenge posed by climate change;
•
enhance economic resilience in Europe’s neighbouring
regions;
• use impact financing to be able to target riskier, higherimpact projects, particularly in the African, Caribbean and
Pacific (ACP) regions.
In addition, this report focuses on the contribution that the
EIB makes: what we are able to offer in terms of finance and
expertise that goes beyond what is otherwise available on
local markets.
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EUR

23

bn

investment supported
outside the EU

17

million people

benefiting from safer water
and improved sanitation
Electricity from renewables
enough for

6
542 000
million homes

jobs

sustained in smaller businesses
through better access to finance

345

million

journeys per year
on improved public transport
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New projects
financed in 2017

100

new projects
signed in 2017

22.9

EUR
bn
Investment supported
by new projects signed
in 2017

“New projects” are those for which the first financing contract was signed in 2017. For each
of these projects, the full, approved financing amount is reported. These figures may therefore
differ from those presented in other EIB publications: see Annex 3 for details (p. 62: 2017
aggregate lending volumes). This report does not cover lending to EFTA countries.
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In 2017, the EIB signed financing
contracts for 100 new projects
outside the EU and EFTA, with total
approved financing of EUR 7.167bn.1
This will enable total investments
of EUR 22.9bn to take place.

7.2

EUR
bn
Financing for new
projects signed in 2017
(approved amount)

This is a notable increase in the number of new projects (from
87 in 2016), but a decline in the total lending volume. In part,
this is a result of the Bank’s efforts to appraise more projects,
even when they are smaller, and a shift towards more projects
such as guarantees and equity investments that are small in
lending terms but have a high impact in terms of risk-absorption and catalytic effect. It also reflects the uncertain situation
in Turkey as well as a drop-off in volume with the full delivery
of the EUR 3bn Ukraine Action Plan for 2014-2016. Technical
assistance and advisory activities have also increased significantly in non-EU countries, particularly in the Neighbourhood
and Western Balkan regions.

Introduction – Financing global impact

New projects
by region2

Lending also increased substantially in Asia and Latin America where climate action is a strong focus, and in Southern
Neighbourhood countries, which benefit (along with Western Balkan countries) from the EIB’s recently approved Economic Resilience Initiative. The number of projects in Eastern
Neighbourhood countries was stable but projects tended to
be smaller than in 2016.

By contrast, lending in ACP
countries increased quite
dramatically, from 33 projects
worth EUR 762m to 40 with total
approved lending of EUR 1.6bn.

Challenges such as mitigating and adapting to climate
change globally and the implementation of the SDGs will require unprecedented levels of international cooperation, of
which financing for investment will be a critical part. There
is a need for further coordination by both public and private
sectors for the provision of infrastructure and basic services
and for the development of a dynamic private sector that can
create employment and raise standards of living.

One project spans more than one region and is therefore counted twice, although lending is
prorated by region.

2
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New lending by
mandate objective3
Social and economic
infrastructure

Local private sector
development

EUR

EUR

3.8

bn

bn

Through 47 projects

Through 58 projects

Providing essential services in sectors
such as energy, transport, water,
education and health

Enhancing access to finance, particularly
for SMEs and microenterprises

Climate change mitigation
and adaptation

Regional integration

EUR

2.6

bn

Through 73 projects
Investing in a low-carbon economy and
climate resilience
The EIB plays a critical role by supporting investments from
both the public and private sectors that fulfil the mandate objectives set by the External Lending Mandate and the
Cotonou Agreement. All EIB projects outside the EU need to:
• a ddress the objective of developing social and economic
infrastructure;
•o
 r support local private sector development.
Many projects support more than one objective. Contributions to each objective by project
are detailed in Annex 5 (See box p. 65: 100 new projects signed in 2017).

3
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EUR

436

m

Through 10 projects

Strengthening links among partner
countries and with the EU

Climate change mitigation and adaptation, as well as regional
integration, are cross-cutting objectives. Wherever needed, the
EIB seeks to work in partnership with other institutions to catalyse further financing sources and technical support, including
blending the Bank’s financing with third-party funding in the
form of grants, to enable projects which could not otherwise
go ahead to be implemented.

Introduction – Financing global impact

New lending outside the EU in 2017 maintained a fairly even
split between support for social and economic infrastructure
and support for local private sector development, with a small
shift towards infrastructure. Lending for climate change mitigation and adaptation benefited from a significant boost, rising to EUR 2.6bn, from EUR 1.9bn last year. Climate action
lending was mostly focused on the transport and energy sectors. Projects supporting regional integration tend to be a feature of lending to pre-accession countries. The volume of lending supporting this supplementary objective suffered from the
slowdown of lending to Turkey.

Support for lending to SMEs remained the largest single area
of focus. Transport was again the infrastructure sector that received the most support, but lending to the energy and water
sectors grew in importance. Financing for some types of operation such as microfinance or equity investments typically involves quite low volumes per project, but a disproportionate
EIB contribution in terms of risk-absorption or technical advice.
A single equity investment in a telecommunications start-up is
a good example of how a small EIB investment can potentially
make a very big difference.

What are we financing?
New lending by sector

The EIB outside the European Union in 2017
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Case study

A big step for sustainable transport in Bangalore
•E
 UR 500m for a new Rapid Transit line
•1
 8 stations
•9
 6 metro carriages
•B
 enefiting more than 220 000 passengers every day

India's rapidly growing population along with increased economic development
have led to a strain on the transport system and serious environmental challenges.
The new “Reach 6” metro line in Bangalore will benefit more than 220 000 passengers every day by 2023, rising to as many as 550 000 passengers by 2041, saving
beneficiaries about half an hour each day on average. Some journeys will be cut
from 2 hours to as little as 15 minutes. Moreover, the expected shift of passengers
from road to rail should achieve a reduction in vehicle operating costs, road accident costs, and local air and noise pollution.
With financing of EUR 500m, this is the Bank’s largest ever support for sustainable
transport outside Europe. By overcoming bottlenecks in the transport system, it
will improve efficiency and help to promote sustainable growth and poverty
reduction. The direct effect of the construction work on employment is impressive,
creating 55 000 person-years of employment, while 800 people will be employed
full-time on the finished line.
“Daily travel for hundreds of thousands of people on the Namma Metro will be
transformed by expanding urban transport in Bangalore,” said Andrew McDowell,
EIB Vice-President responsible for South Asia. “The impressive Reach 6 project
shows how a world city is providing 21st century sustainable transport for its citizens.”
The formal exchange of contracts took place at the 14th India–European Union
summit. It is the EIB’s second sovereign loan to the Republic of India and also the
first infrastructure project to be jointly financed by the EIB and the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank. With a 20-year maturity, the EIB loan has more than
double the duration that is available to the Indian authorities in the market, and
is critical to the project being able to go ahead.
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Case study

A financial boost for small
businesses in Ukraine

U

kraine’s economy is gradually picking up after
a deep recession in 2014-2015 when GDP declined
by 15%. The currency depreciated considerably
and the banking sector came under significant
stress with almost 80 banks closing their doors. The
EIB responded rapidly to address the market failures
created by this situation, doubling the Bank’s normal lending to the country through the Special
Action Plan for Ukraine that delivered EUR 3bn in
new loans over the 2014-2016 period, and mobilising technical assistance as part of the overall EU
response.
Helping Ukrainian businesses to get access to finance
is a key pillar of the EIB’s support to Ukraine. For
example, in 2013 the Bank signed a EUR 220m credit
line to Oschadbank to support its outreach to SMEs.
With EUR 200m of this lending already allocated
to final beneficiary companies by the end of 2017,
it is now possible to take a closer look at the impact
this lending is having.
So far, the credit line has helped to sustain some
57 400 jobs in more than 400 companies. Nearly
90% of these companies are classed as SMEs.
A strong focus of the lending (60% of loans) has
been agriculture, a sector of particular strategic
importance and growth potential in the country.

ProjectAgroBud

V

assily is the Director and co-owner of
ProjectAgroBud, a farming company with 18 permanent employees. His goal for the coming years
is not only to raise the productivity of the 2000 ha
they farm, but also to raise the quality of the crops
to allow direct exports to the EU market.

This is why he took a loan of 3.6m Hryvni (UAH), the
Ukrainian currency (then EUR 109 000), from Oschadbank in June 2017 to purchase two new, high-tech
machines for soil preparation and sowing. These
will allow for easier soil preparation and more precise sowing that wastes less seeds. The new seeder
will also enable them to use high quality imported
seed, which Vassily expects will raise profitability,
even if it is more expensive, by raising yield and
quality standards.
He chose Oschadbank for the 5-year loan because,
he said, it offered the best conditions, and he knew
some of the local staff in the bank. He is eagerly
awaiting the first harvest with the new machines
in July. If the results are good and the market conditions stay favourable, he is hoping to invest even
more in high-performance machinery to increase
yields overall by 20-30%.

The EIB outside the European Union in 2017
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Shar

W

hen the flour mill in Khmilnyk faced closure in 2006, the Shar family business stepped in to buy it and
keep the operation going. Now with eight people employed at the mill (the whole company has
23 employees), the future of the mill is looking brighter.
This is despite some rather adverse conditions. With frequent power outages and high electricity prices, the
mill is only able to run at 60% capacity, while exchange rate fluctuations pose another risk for the business.
The owner, Natalyia Podrushniak, described how access to finance is another problem. A UAH 6m (then
EUR 250 000) loan from Oschadbank – the only bank that agreed to lend to them – has been vital in allowing
a sufficient scale of operation to make the mill profitable. The company has now succeeded in upgrading
nearly 40% of the machinery in the mill by reinvesting company revenue.
The company is hoping to use more credit from Oschadbank to hire more staff, increase production and start
exporting rye flour directly.

14
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Foreword by the President

Medicus
Orion

O

rion, another farming business in the Vinnytsya
region, went to Oschadbank for credit for a
number of reasons: a competitive interest rate, a
close local branch and a better all-round package.
They have now benefited from three EIB-funded
loans from Oschadbank, worth a total of UAH 7m
(then EUR 244 000).
The new machines bought with this credit add a
lot of value to the business. First, they are cleaner
and more efficient – more than halving the volume
of fuel used relative to the outdated machines they
were using before. They also reduce other forms
of waste, allowing easier and more precise seeding
and fertilizer application. Sergej, the financial director, described how they now have 34 full-time
employees and as many as 70 employees during
the harvest. Whilst hoping to expand production,
they are also now renting out machinery to other
farmers in the area. Indeed, the company is keen
to ensure they share benefits with the wider community in Borivka, the nearby town. They have
been active by providing support to their local
school and other local projects, as well as sponsoring the local football team.

F

ormer heart surgeon, Dr Oleg Ishchenko, founded
Medicus at the beginning of the 1990s just after
the collapse of the Soviet Union. He recounts how
he had initially wanted to open a clinic, but that
proved impossible at the time. Instead, he focused
on running pharmacies in Kyiv and on the wholesale
supply of medical drugs and equipment, working
to have a positive impact on health through the
supply of high-quality equipment and medicines.

The company was hit badly by the economic crisis
in 2014, being forced to shed around half its staff.
Dr Ishchenko had to start again more or less from
scratch. With 130 full-time employees, the company
increasingly specialises in ophthalmological equipment, supplying hospitals and clinics throughout
Ukraine and providing long-term service for the
machines they sell. To provide cheaper options
they also test and service used equipment for resale
in the country.
A loan of UAH 6.5m (then EUR 238 000) from Oschadbank in 2016 has proved important in this recovery
process, helping to finance various working capital
needs and enabling the company to secure a number of public tenders for the procurement of equipment.

The EIB outside the European Union in 2017
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How we track results
through the project cycle
We use the Results Measurement (ReM) Framework4 to track
the results of projects outside the EU, as well as the contribution to EU and country objectives and the difference that EIB
involvement makes, in addressing market failures, and relative
to what local markets are able to offer. This strengthens the appraisal process, supports monitoring throughout the project
cycle and complements the EIB’s due diligence process.
At the beginning of the project cycle we identify indicators for
each project and estimate the outputs and outcomes expected. We then monitor project performance at different stages of
a project’s life. For infrastructure projects, for example, we
monitor results at project completion and again three years after completion. An enhanced “ReM+” framework is used for
projects financed under our Impact Financing Envelope5.

The Results Measurement Framework

http://www.eib.org/projects/cycle/monitoring/rem.htm
See box p. 36: Impact finance
6
See box p. 60: Projects completed in 2017
4
5
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Since the ReM framework was launched in 2012, around
550 projects have gone through ReM assessment at appraisal.
Financial sector projects and some infrastructure projects approved under the framework are now increasingly reaching
completion. The results of these projects are reported below6.
As far as possible, we have harmonised ReM indicators with
those of other international financial institutions to simplify
client-reporting requirements for co-financed operations. We
have also harmonised indicators with the European
Commission within the framework of the EU “blending platform” for development projects that require a mix of grant and
loan funding. We work continuously with other development
agencies and financial institutions to improve the coordination and harmonisation of the results indicators we use.

Introduction – Financing global impact

Delivering on EU policies:
the EIB’s mandate objectives and
blending with donor resources
The main mandates for the EIB
outside the EU
The External Lending Mandate (ELM) covers 68 countries and/
or territories in different regions:
•P
 re-Accession countries;
• t he EU’s Southern Neighbourhood,
• t he Eastern Neighbourhood countries;
•A
 sia, Central Asia and Latin America; and
• t he Republic of South Africa.
In addition, the EIB lends at its own risk for investment grade
operations in Pre-Accession and Neighbourhood countries,
and globally in support of climate action and strategic
investments.
The Cotonou Partnership Agreement covers operations in the
78 African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) states, as well as
Overseas Countries and Territories. The overarching objective
of the Cotonou Agreement is to reduce and eventually eradicate poverty, in line with the objectives of sustainable development and the gradual integration of the ACP countries into
the global economy.

Blending loans and grants
Projects financed by the EIB also often benefit from third-party
donor financing in the form of grants which are channelled to
projects, often through trust funds7 managed by the EIB. Such
grants enable the Bank to deliver maximum impact as well as
increase the viability and sustainability of EIB loans through
technical assistance and advisory services to support project
preparation and implementation, investment grants (including interest rate subsidies) to lower the cost of financing and
diverse financial instruments to enable a better risk-return
trade-off.
Moreover, EIB activity through the use of EU blending facilities
(such as the investment facilities for Africa, Asia, the Caribbean,
Central Asia, the Pacific, Latin America, the EU Neighbourhood
and Pre-Accession countries) reinforces the complementary
relationship between the Bank and the European Commission,
as well as other international financial institutions, and further
contributes to the development impact of investment
projects.

7

http://www.eib.org/products/blending/trust-funds/index.htm
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Contributing to the Sustainable
Development Goals

The EU is committed to the 2030 Agenda and
the Sustainable Development Goals. The EIB
plays a vital role in the EU’s efforts toward these
objectives within the EU and beyond its borders.
The results of EIB-supported projects are linked
to many SDGs, both in their direct effects and
wider development impacts.

T

he 17 SDGs are intended to inspire and guide work
towards greater human dignity, a sound environment, fair and resilient societies and prosperous
economies. They call for a new global partnership
between the public sector, the private sector and civil society to mobilise enhanced efforts and resources to make this
vision a reality. As part of that partnership, international financial institutions play an important role, and the EIB is fully committed to doing its part to catalyse the acceleration in
investment finance and knowledge sharing that is needed to
achieve the goals.
By investing across many sectors, the EIB supports the
achievement of the goals in many different ways, both within
and outside the EU. Poverty reduction, supporting SDG 1 No

Poverty, is an overarching objective for the Bank outside the
EU, something that is promoted at the impact level by both
investments in social and economic infrastructure and by the
development of thriving local businesses. For many projects
under our Impact Financing Envelope8 in the ACP region, we
are also able to track direct and indirect beneficiaries, including the number of people who live below local poverty lines.
We can also link many of the project outputs and outcomes
we track directly to the achievement of different SDGs. The
table below highlights selected indicators from new projects
outside the EU in 2017 to illustrate some of these connections.
The EIB continues to work alongside other development partners to develop the best possible way to assess our contribution to the SDGs.
8
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See box p. 36: Impact finance

Contributing to the Sustainable Development Goals

Helping to implement the SDGs:
some expected contributions of 2017
lending outside the EU*

Cross-cutting poverty reduction impacts

130 000 patients treated annually in new

SDG 5 Gender equality
The EIB’s Gender Strategy and the new Action Plan9, adopted
in January 2018, set out how the Bank can increasingly reinforce its contribution to gender equality.Our due diligence
plays an important role here, guarding against activities that
could have a negative gender impact. Further, the Bank is
seeking to enhance the positive impacts of our investments on
gender equality, including by stepping up investment in women’s empowerment, such as by investing in female entrepreneurs.ment and the gradual integration of the ACP countries
into the global economy.

hospitals

SDG 17 Global partnership
6 600 new student places in higher educa-

tion

17 million people benefiting from improved
water supply and sanitation

297 000 households connected to electricity
networks

542 000 jobs sustained in supported SMEs,
microenterprises and mid-cap companies

The EIB is one of the world’s largest multilateral development
banks and the world’s largest provider of climate finance. As
such, we have a duty to play an important role in fostering a
revitalised global partnership, and on behalf of our shareholders, the EU Member States. We use our ability as a respected
triple-A borrower to mobilise financial resources on a large
scale, and to pass on the benefits to the projects we support
around the world. We are able to blend our financing with
grants10 from the EU and the Member States, including for
technical assistance11, and provide advice to make sure that
valuable projects can go ahead. EIB presence in a project often
assures potential partners that it is technically sound, thereby
helping to unlock additional private financing for sustainable
development impacts.

EUR 88m saved in vehicle operating costs via

better roads

345 million journeys per year
on improved public transport

600 000t CO2 -eq/year absolute GHG emissions
100 000t CO2 -eq/year sequestered by forests
1 300 000t CO2 -eq/year emissions avoided**

* Indicators may contribute to more than one SDG.
** For details, see the 2017 Carbon Footprint Exercise. See box p. 31: Climate mainstreaming the
Carbon Footprint Exercise

See box p. 20: The EIB’s Gender Strategy and Action Plan
See box p. 6: Introduction - Financing global impact
11
See box p. 45: ReM TA: a new system for tracking technical assistance results
9

10
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Case study

The EIB’s Gender Strategy and Action Plan

G

ender equality is one of the founding values of the European Union, and
a key objective of the Sustainable Development Goals. It is also smart
economics: it means more opportunities for women and girls to realise their
full potential, raising productivity and catalysing economic growth, social
cohesion and social justice.
It is our duty to ensure that the projects that we finance protect and serve
everyone in society. Women, men, girls and boys should have the opportunity
to benefit from project outcomes equally and equitably. With the aim of
embedding gender equality in everything we do, we approved in 2016 the
first EIB Group Strategy on Gender Equality and Women’s Economic Empowerment12. The Gender Action Plan13, endorsed in January 2018, guides the implementation of our strategy.

The first phase of the EIB Group’s Gender Action Plan lays the foundations
needed to establish shared ownership of the Gender Strategy across the EIB
Group and trigger a shift in our modus operandi. Though global in its relevance
and long-term application, the plan reflects the strategy’s approach of careful
prioritisation to identify incremental milestones over time, with work outside
the EU being launched first.
Reflecting the strategy’s three thematic areas of action, as well as catering to
the institutional foundations that need to be firmly introduced, the priorities
under the first phase of the planare as follows:
• Protect: develop a fit-for-purpose EIB due diligence framework enabling clients
and EIB experts to assess, prevent and mitigate impacts and risks of EIB investments to girls and women.
• Impact: improve the integration of gender considerations within relevant EIB
Group operations. The business case for the Group to support gender equality through corporate governance will be explored.
• Invest: identify geographical priorities, suitability of instruments and new
business opportunities to support women’s economic empowerment.
• Institutional change: target leadership, communication, capacity building,
information management, partnerships, results measurement and accountability.
Civil society and industry engagement over the past two years have provided
us with valuable insights during the elaboration of the gender strategy and
action plan. The Bank looks forward to continued work with our stakeholders.
12
13

20

http://www.eib.org/infocentre/publications/all/eib-group-strategy-on-gender-equality.htm
http://www.eib.org/attachments/strategies/eib-group-gender-action-plan-2018-2019-en.pdf
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Case study

Affordable housing for
sustainable cities
Case study

Access to sanitation in Sri Lanka

A

ccess to sanitation is a basic public service,
essential for maintaining adequate health,
improving quality of life, and protecting aquatic
environments. This is why the EIB is working with
the Asian Development Bank to co-finance a project that will improve sanitation services for 235 000
people in the southern areas of Colombo, the
capital of Sri Lanka.

The project will rehabilitate and expand the wastewater system to bring significant economic and
environmental benefits:
• 51km of new or upgraded sewerage or storm water
pipes;
• three new pumping stations;
• 83 000 people in low-income areas connected to
the sewage system for the first time;
• new wastewater treatment plant to serve 330 000
people, avoiding discharge of untreated sewage
into watercourses;
• reduced healthcare costs from waterborne diseases;
• reduced household cost for sewage disposal.
The EIB’s EUR 50m loan is critical in enabling this
EUR 156m project to go ahead. The 25-year duration, matching the life of the improvements being
financed, is otherwise unavailable in the Sri Lankan
context. The new infrastructure is designed to provide greater resilience to extreme weather conditions such as storms with extreme rainfall.

T

he EIB has invested in International Housing
Solutions 2, a fund that will invest in building
7 000 high-quality affordable housing units in cities in Namibia and Botswana. Current housing
shortages in these countries have led to high prices,
forcing people to live in inferior dwellings often at
a considerable distance from their workplace and
with significant negative consequences on their
health and wellbeing. Providing more affordable
housing will help to meet basic needs for adequate
housing, in particular for key workers such as teachers, nurses and civil servants, and make cities more
inclusive.
Affordable housing investments also have the
potential to make cities and communities more
sustainable. As well as enabling people to live near
their place of work, the fund will include investments in housing with higher energy and water
efficiency standards. The energy saving for the
housing units supported by the fund is estimated
at 1.27 MWh per year per housing unit. This could
save households in Namibia as much as EUR 136 a
year in energy costs, or 2.5% of GDP per capita,
contributing also to the mitigation of climate change.
Scarcity of equity finance for housing construction
projects is widely recognised by stakeholders such
as banks, developers and public authorities as being
an important constraint impeding residential property construction, and a major impediment to meeting the strong demand for better housing in these
countries. In addition, while commercial developers in these countries are mostly focused on the
high-income segment of the market, there is a lack
of experience with affordable housing. International
Housing Solutions is bringing the expertise it has
gained through affordable housing investments
in South Africa to other African countries, and this
is expected to help establish local markets for more
affordable housing developments.
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Case study

Climate action for food security in South Africa

S

outh Africa’s agricultural sector urgently needs better access to credit. The sector suffered two straight
years of recession in 2015 and 2016, largely due to severe droughts throughout the country, and drought
continues to adversely impact agricultural output in the Western Cape. With climate change likely to increase
climate volatility, investment by farmers to enhance climate resilience is critical for future food security and
the ability of the sector to be an engine of job creation and greater social and economic inclusion.

This is why a new EUR 50m EIB credit line with the Land and Agricultural Development Bank of South Africa
(“Land Bank”) is geared towards strengthening the capacity of farmers to prepare, adapt and become resilient
to the impacts of a changing climate. As a public institution, Land Bank has a mandate to improve access to
finance for farm enterprises that are often starved of credit, not least because of their small size and the risks
posed by the weather. Land Bank is committed to supporting all farmers in South Africa, including both
established enterprises and new entrants to agriculture from historically disadvantaged backgrounds. The
EIB funding will specifically target:
• larger farms as well as food value chain SMEs in areas such as food processing;
• improvements in natural resource management;
• reductions in energy and water usage in food processing;
• strengthened business continuity and resilience; and
• enhanced carbon sequestration and other investments that advance climate change adaption and mitigation.
Key contributions that the EIB is able to make to this project are the long duration of the funding, helping
Land Bank to meet the long-term financing needs of its beneficiaries, and our ability to provide finance in
South African Rand, helping to absorb currency risks that Land Bank would otherwise face.
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Contributing to the Sustainable Development Goals

Case study

Cleaner energy for all – Backing Kenya’s ambitious plans

A

s part of its development plans for the country, KenyaVision 2030, the Kenyan government is aiming for
universal electricity access through a comprehensive electrification programme and the expansion of
generation from renewables. The EIB supported these efforts in 2017 through two new projects:

• the Last Mile Connectivity Programme;
• and a further increase in capacity at the Olkaria geothermal facility.
The EIB is co-financing Last Mile alongside the Agence Française de Développement and a EUR 30m investment grant from the EU under the EU-Africa Infrastructure Trust Fund, without which a project of this kind
could not go ahead. Key expected results:
• power lines extended into rural areas in 32 of the 47 counties in Kenya;
• 300 000 households connected to the grid, thus bringing power to around 1.5 million Kenyans.
To support the generation of clean power, the Bank has also invested in an extension to the Olkaria I geothermal plant. The installation of an additional turbine will:
• add 70 MW to the facility’s total capacity;
• supply electricity to an additional 530 000 households.
Geothermal power is renewable and clean as it harnesses the immense heat energy within the Earth’s crust.
While creating CO2 emissions of 13 kt CO2-eq/year, the project also represents a reduction in CO2 emissions
relative to likely alternative sources of power of around 179 kt CO2-eq/year.
The EIB has now worked with Olkaria’s promoter, KenGen, on five projects over three decades. Part of this
fruitful partnership is learning lessons on best practices for carrying out projects, and the Bank and KenGen
are working together to ensure the highest of environmental and social standards are implemented. For the
Olkaria extension project, KenGen is working with the Kenyan Wildlife Service to minimise any impacts on
the diverse wildlife of the Hell’s Gate National Park, where Olkaria is located. Geothermal power is a key strategic part of Kenya’s energy mix. It can also be sustainable and beneficial to all.
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Climate action

Expected results of new projects

Electricity from
renewables

Lower carbon
transport

Energy efficiency
savings

8200

345

264

GWh/year

enough to supply
6 million households
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2017 Carbon Footprint Exercise – estimated footprint for 2017 projects outside
the EU
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For details, see box p. 31: Climate mainstreaming the Carbon Footprint Exercise
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With dramatic climate changes already
affecting many ecosystems around the world,
large-scale investments in climate change
mitigation and adaptation are becoming ever
more urgent. The EIB is stepping up its climate
action lending to respond to this challenge.

A

s part of the joint efforts of EU Member States and
institutions to tackle climate change, the EIB is committed to increasing the proportion of its lending in
support of climate-related investment in developing countries to 35% by 2020. In 2017, we reached:

Climate action lending for new
projects in 201714

• 3 8% of total signatures outside the EU targeting climate
action (and 36% of approved new project lending).

•A
 t EUR 2.6bn, approved climate action lending for new
projects substantially exceeded that in 2016.
Moreover, as the world’s largest multilateral provider of
climate finance, we play a critical role in providing and mobilising climate finance and in building on our extensive
technical and financial experience to accelerate climate action investments.
Most EIB climate action lending is focused on climate
change mitigation, with transport and energy being the
most important sectors. Nevertheless, 6% of new project
lending in 2017 went towards adaptation to climate change,
mostly through investment in the water and agriculture
sectors.
Climate action is supported through large-scale infrastructure projects and via smaller projects and investments by
businesses in areas such as renewable energy and energy efficiency. This is why the EIB also supports action on
climate change through instruments such as framework
loans, dedicated equity funds and, to a more limited extent,
many credit lines for SMEs. At appraisal, the extent to which
a project is expected to contribute to climate action is
assessed and a proportion of the EIB financing amount is
reported as contributing to this objective.

14

26

V olumes are for total approved lending. Individual projects may support more than one
category of climate action. All climate action data for 2017 are subject to the 2017 Sustainability Report audit.
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Mitigating climate change requires the development of lower
carbon transport alternatives at scale. Major urban public
transport projects supported include a bus rapid transit system in Nicaragua15, and the extension of the Bangalore
metro16, while the Montenegro Railways 317 project will help to
transport freight by rail, rather than road.
In Morocco, the EIB is supporting the construction of 34 km of
new tramway with 22 new stations and 25 new trams. The project will provide a fast, reliable and affordable transport

15
16
17

See box p. 28: Putting buses before cars in Managua
See box p. 12: A big step for sustainable transport in Bangalore
See box p. 35: Better trade connections for Montenegro

Climate action

alternative for car users, as well as improving services for those
already using public transport. The project is expected to enable 34 million journeys per year, saving an average of 16 minutes per journey. By encouraging a modal shift from road
transport, it will reduce emissions of both CO2 and other pollutants such as particulates. The expected energy efficiency
saving is estimated at 57 GWh/year.
2017 saw a big increase in the number of projects developing
renewable energy sources, with the planned low-carbon electricity generation enough to supply just over 6 million households. A significant share of this impact is expected to come
from projects designed to enable the support of a larger number of smaller projects, such as the innovative Africa Energy
Guarantee Facility18 and the India Solar Power project. The
Mexico Climate Action Framework Loan will fund two windfarms and three large photovoltaic plants to provide clean energy for 1.65 million households as part of Mexico’s National
Climate Change Strategy.
It is also possible to look back at the achieved impact of past
projects19 that were assessed under the EIB’s Results
Measurement framework. Four such projects that were completed in 2017, including the Tafila wind farm20 in Jordan, have
produced nearly 900 GWh of clean electricity in their first year
of operation.
Energy efficiency is promoted by investments in building renovation as well as more efficient equipment and infrastructure.
While energy efficiency investments are foreseen under a
number of projects, two new operations focus specifically on
the renovation of public municipal buildings – in the cities of
Yerevan in Armenia, and Chisinau in Moldova – to improve energy efficiency, reduce energy costs and enhance services.
Investments in wastewater treatment infrastructure also

18
19
20

S ee box p. 39: De-risking clean energy investments in Africa
See box p. 60: Projects completed in 2017
See box p. 29: Completed project – Tafila wind farm

provide important opportunities to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. For example, the modernisation of wastewater
treatment systems in Tbilisi, Georgia, is expected to avoid significant methane emissions.
The changing climate is likely to have a particularly direct and
severe impact on agriculture and water supplies. For this reason, these sectors are a strong focus of investments in climate
change adaptation. Such agriculture projects include the
Land Bank Agriculture and Climate Action Facility21 in South
Africa, the Agricultural Modernisation and Innovation project,
which will improve grain storage infrastructure in the Ukraine,
and the Kazagro Climate Loan for SMEs and Midcaps, which
will support climate-related investments by small businesses
in Kazakhstan’s agricultural sector.
Six water and wastewater sector projects will also support climate-change adaptation. A project to upgrade water supply
systems in four cities in Malawi, for example, will help to address the country’s vulnerability to the increasing risk of extreme events such as droughts, prolonged dry spells, changing
rainfall patterns and floods due to climate change. The project
will include the replacement of pipes to reduce water leakage,
metering that will encourage less wasteful water use, additional water storage facilities, better system management, and
measures to improve the protection and management of water catchment areas.
An upgrade to water and wastewater systems in Mali22 is also
taking resilience to climate change strongly into account,
while the EIB’s largest ever loan to the Caribbean23 region is
supporting climate resilience and post-disaster recovery.

See box p. 22: Climate action for food security in South Africa
See box p. 30: Water supply and climate resilience in Mali
23
See box p. 30: Hurricane resilience in the Caribbean
21
22
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Case study

Putting buses before cars in Managua

A

llowing buses to cut through the traffic that clogs many cities is a relatively simple way of improving urban
quality of life, promoting economic development and reducing CO2 emissions and other pollutants. But
this still requires investment in dedicated bus infrastructure as well as careful planning of the public transport
network. The EIB’s first project in the Nicaraguan capital Managua, supported in collaboration with the Central American Bank for Economic Integration, will construct a ten-kilometre long bus rapid transit line to
enable the first segregated high-capacity bus services to be provided in the city. This is expected to:

• Serve some 80 000 passengers per average working day.
• Save passengers an average of 6 minutes per journey.
• Improve accessibility from peripheral neighbourhoods for jobs and services in the city centre.
Through the provision of technical assistance, the project will improve the promoter’s capacity to manage
the project and will bring the project up to international and the EIB's standards. Specifically, the Bank is
working to ensure that environmental and social standards are met, while a road safety audit to improve the
design of the project has been carried out at the Bank’s request. The Bank will also assist the project promoter
with the urban integration and inter-modality aspects of the project as well as with the reorganisation of the
bus network.
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Case study

Completed project – Tafila wind farm

T

he Tafila wind farm is the first in Jordan. It has helped to achieve the country’s renewable energy targets and pave the way for and build expertise in the future deployment
of more renewable power plants and related grid infrastructure in the country. Approved
by the EIB in 2013, the wind farm went into operation in 2016 with initial results in line
with expectations:

• 117 MW generating capacity installed.
• 350 GWh produced annually.
• Supplying electricity for the equivalent of 78 600 households in the country.
• Reduction in CO2 emissions from the project relative to the likely alternative of generation from fossil fuels estimated at 0.175 kt CO2-eq/year.
This project is important for a number of reasons. It is helping to reduce Jordan’s very
heavy dependence on energy imports, saving around EUR 200m a year. At the same time,
it is reducing the country’s dependence on fossil fuels. When the project was initiated,
renewable energy sources accounted for a mere 0.1% of electricity generation. By providing about 3% of generation needs in Jordan, the project has made a major contribution to meeting the country’s target of 10% electricity generation from renewables by
2020.
The EIB was involved in this project in a technical capacity from the start and contributed
significantly to its preparation, notably with regard to technical analysis of the project
design, setting standards for the environmental and social impact assessment, ensuring
high procurement standards and supporting negotiations with the contractor for the
project. The project has led to greater awareness of the need to assess the risks to birds
and has helped to build expertise on the type of assessments that need to be carried
out when constructing wind farms in this region.
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Case study

Water supply and climate resilience
in Mali

B

amako, the capital city of Mali, is experiencing rapid
population growth, exacerbated by the internal
displacement of people from the conflict-hit north of
the country. This compounds existing problems of
access to basic services such as drinking water supply
and sanitation. The World Bank estimated in 2012 that
little more than two thirds of the population have
access to safe drinking water. Some neighbourhoods
of Bamako suffer from water shortages, particularly at
the end of the dry season.
Key objectives of the Kabala 2 - Eau et Assainissement
project:

• Double the capacity of the Kabala water treatment
plant.
• Construct new reservoirs and extend the water distribution network.
• Connect 34 000 households to the network
• Install 600 standpipes.
• Provide safe drinking water for 560 000 people.
• Construct two night soil treatment plants (to treat the
contents of septic tanks and latrines) with a capacity
to serve 1 million people and avoid the daily discharge
into the environment of 600m3 of untreated sewage.
Increased water treatment and storage capacity will
help improve resilience to drought risks. Meanwhile,
project components exposed to flood risk (the water
intake, water treatment plant and night soil treatment
plants) have been designed with an additional safety
margin to improve resilience in the face of the risk of
higher flood levels.
The EIB is supporting this project with a long-term loan,
blending with an interest subsidy under the Cotonou
Agreement, to complement funding provided by other
IFIs. The Bank has participated actively in the development of this project with other lenders and has provided
technical assistance by financing the Bamako water
supply master plan study, a feasibility study and an
environmental and social impact assessment from the
Cotonou Investment Facility.
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Case study

Hurricane resilience in the
Caribbean

T

he catastrophic hurricanes that hit many Caribbean islands in 2017 showed the vulnerability
of the region to the adverse effects of climate change.
To support regional efforts to tackle this vulnerability, the European Investment Bank and the Caribbean Development Bank (CDB) signed a USD 110m
financing agreement in May 2017. This is the EIB’s
biggest ever loan to the Caribbean.
The framework loan will allow the CDB flexibility
to finance small and medium-sized investments
over three to five years. It will support infrastructure
adaptation and upgrading to promote climate
resilience as well as post-disaster reconstruction
with a focus on “building back better”. Projects in
renewable energy, energy efficiency, road transport,
water infrastructure and community-level physical
and social infrastructure that reduce greenhouse
gas emissions and improve climate resilience will
be eligible. In the aftermath of the devastating
hurricanes in late 2017, the EIB and the CDB also
rapidly agreed to commit an additional USD 24m
to support post-disaster recovery.

Climate action

Climate
mainstreaming
the Carbon
Footprint Exercise
2017 Carbon Footprint Exercise outside the EU – key figures
• 6 00 000 tonnes CO2-eq/year estimated total absolute GHG emissions from financing of investment projects.
• 1 00 000 tonnes CO2-eq/year sequestrated by forestry projects.
• 1 300 000 tonnes CO2-eq /year reduction in emissions relative to expected alternatives.
The EIB Carbon Footprint Exercise estimates and reports
greenhouse gas emissions from projects (not only climate action projects) where, in one standard year of operations:

• a bsolute emissions (actual emissions from the project) exceed 100 000 t CO2-eq/year; and/or

• r elative emissions (estimated emissions increases or avoid-

EUR 1.1bn of EIB lending outside the EU were included. The exercise estimates the greenhouse gas emissions from financing
of these investment projects as 0.6 Mt CO2-eq/annum, and
carbon sequestration of 0.1 Mt CO2-eq/annum from forestry
projects. Estimated savings from the same financing are
1.3 Mt CO2-eq/annum. As per all other EIB annual reports,
these figures are subject to audit.

ance compared to the expected alternative) exceed 20 000 t
CO2-eq/year.
Absolute emissions refer to the direct emissions of the project
itself (Scope 1 emissions) plus emissions from generation of
the power supply used by the project (Scope 2 emissions).
Scope 3 emissions (other indirect emissions) are not normally
included in project data; however, they are included for physical infrastructure links such as roads, railways and metros.
Relative emissions are estimated by comparing the absolute
emissions with the emissions from a baseline identified as the
expected alternative.
Whilst relative emissions are important for comparing technologies and projects, at the heart of the EIB’s footprinting approach are the absolute emissions from each project, as these
are what will ultimately affect our climate. Individual project
greenhouse gas data is assessed at appraisal, and reported on
the Bank’s Environmental and Social Data Sheets. For the purposes of aggregated annual reporting, project emissions are
prorated to the volume of EIB financing of each project that
year, thus avoiding possible double counting with the reporting of other international financial institutions.
In the 2017 exercise, 17 projects (including contracts signed
and large allocations approved during the year) representing

Climate Risk Screening
The EIB has advanced its work on climate risk screening
through the development of a Climate Risk Management
System appropriately integrated into EIB’s project cycle and
processes. This is a framework for the efficient, effective and
consistent assessment and reporting of climate risk across EIB’s
portfolio.
An initial classification of a project’s climate risk covers the
consideration of a project’s climate sensitivity, based on the
underlying project activities. Projects determined as climate
sensitive undergo an extra level of assessment, based on their
promoter capacity. A further level of assessment is used to determine to what extent climate risks have been taken into account by the project promoter with subsequent recommendations for actions.
Intermediated lending where the underlying sub-projects are
still unknown (e.g. credit lines and framework loans) are not
assessed, but country level information on climate change impacts is highlighted to the project teams and larger subprojects under framework loans are checked.
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Economic resilience

Economic resilience is about
helping countries meet the
challenge of dramatic change.
The sudden wave of forced
displacement and irregular
migration that hit many countries
in the Western Balkans and the
EU’s Southern Neighbourhood is
one example of such a shock.
Climate change poses other,
growing, risks. The EIB’s Economic
Resilience Initiative24 is building up
capacity to cope in these
countries.
24
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F

orced displacement and irregular migration are critical development issues. In the long term, investment
in social and economic development plays a vital role
in mitigating the root causes of irregular migration, in
helping societies to address the needs of migrants and foster their economic and social integration, and in helping to
achieve the positive impacts that migration can ultimately
bring. This complements the short-term humanitarian interventions that are needed in times of crisis.
Economic resilience is an aspect of sustainability. It is about
fostering a model of development that is inclusive and
creating employment and new economic opportunities,
especially for young people and women. It encompasses
the need to ensure that countries have the resources, infrastructure and economic dynamism needed to cope successfully with various risks, among which worsening climate

Economic resilience

The initiative dramatically increases the support we provide. Further, we are using the initiative to target projects
that particularly enhance economic resilience, including
many critical infrastructure projects that are expected to require blending with grants and technical assistance for project preparation and implementation in order to maximise
impact. This responds to the need to scale up investments
in infrastructure that is facing or at risk of unsustainable
pressures, from demographic and climate changes. Finally,
the Economic Resilience Initiative also creates an opportunity to support private sector investments with a higher
risk profile – and higher economic and social returns – than
would otherwise be the case, through impact finance25 in
the Southern Neighbourhood region.
By the end of 2017, the EIB had already approved lending
of EUR 1.5bn under the Economic Resilience Initiative. These
operations include the Programme National Assainissement 2 which will provide long-term funding for municipalities across Morocco to upgrade and expand the wastewater infrastructure capacity, improving services for some
1.2 million people as well as creating 13 500 person-years
of employment in the process. Montenegro Railways 326 will
enhance infrastructure that is essential for expanding trade
and job creation in the country, while another project will
focus on overcoming barriers to investment by small businesses in Lebanon27. The Université Euro-méditerranéenne
de Fès28 project will be able to offer European diplomas for
Moroccans and other students from the region, paving the
way for better educational standards, development of skills
and better labour market integration of graduates.

volatility and long-term climate change are also increasingly important. As the EU bank, the EIB is playing its part, supporting investment for long-term economic resilience.

The Economic Resilience Initiative
As part of the EU response to the challenges posed by
forced displacement and irregular migration, the EIB is rolling out the Economic Resilience Initiative. We have developed the initiative in cooperation with the European Commission and Member States, following a request by the
European Council. The initiative’s aim is to rapidly mobilise
additional financing in support of growth, vital infrastructure and social cohesion in the Southern Neighbourhood
and Western Balkans regions.

By the end of 2017, the Economic Resilience Initiative was
backed by EUR 99m in donor contributions from seven
EU Member States. Commitments from Croatia, Italy,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Poland, Slovakia, and Slovenia,
mean that the EIB can use these ERI Fund resources to accelerate high-impact investments aimed at creating new opportunities and building economic resilience in the regions.
As part of the initiative, the EIB also approved EUR 90m
funding from its own resources in 2017 to be used for technical assistance and advisory services in support of initiative projects, especially more complex infrastructure projects and riskier private sector projects. There is significant
demand for the funding, which is expected to facilitate and
accelerate the preparation and implementation of resilience initiative projects.
25
26
27
28

See box p. 36: Impact finance
See box p. 35: Better trade connections for Montenegro
See box p. 35: Breaking down the barriers to growth and jobs in Lebanon
See box p. 34: Linking Europe and North Africa through education
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Case study

Linking Europe and North Africa through education

W

ith 43% of Morocco’s population under 25, and youth unemployment running at 21%, there is a great
need to invest in the skills of young people, something that will spur wider private sector development
and inclusive growth in the country. The new Université Euro-méditerranéenne de Fès aims to support this
transformation through the construction of a new 123 000m2 eco-campus. It will create places for 6 600 students and 200 researchers, with another 300 planned for lifelong learning and training. With a strong education focus on engineering, around one quarter of the facilities will be devoted to research and development
activities and reinforce linkages between teaching, research and local industries to ensure that graduates
have the skills they need to seize opportunities and make a real contribution to the economy.

At the same time, this will not be any ordinary university. A flagship project of the Union for the Mediterranean,
the university will promote partnerships between institutions across Europe and Morocco, enabling substantive gains in the quality of teaching and research. It is designed to be a unique regional platform promoting
dialogue, cultural exchange and cooperation in higher education and research between both rims of the
Mediterranean.
The project will also contribute to sustainability. With a great emphasis on energy efficiency in the design of
the university, the campus will also be able to generate much of its electricity needs through solar panels.
The EIB is supporting the project through a long-term EUR 70m loan which is complementing a EUR 13m grant
under the EU’s Neighbourhood Investment Facility. Grant funding is also helping to ensure that the university
can provide a significant number of scholarships for students from lower-income backgrounds.
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Case study

Case study

Better trade connections
for Montenegro

Breaking down the barriers
to growth and jobs in Lebanon

ail connections are critical for a country like Montenegro to benefit from the economic opportunities
opened up by closer association with the EU. Reducing
the costs of and delays in the transportation of goods
and passengers, rail is also a sustainable option, enabling
a shift from transport by road.

ccording to the most recent Enterprise Survey29
conducted in Lebanon by the EIB, the World Bank
and the EBRD, nearly one quarter of firms are credit
constrained. This is likely to impact significantly on
job creation and growth in a country that is host to
1.5 million refugees, equivalent to some 30% of its
population.

R

A

The EIB is deepening its support for the rail network in
Montenegro with a EUR 20m long-term loan. This will:

In response, the EIB is providing a EUR 270m credit
line to four Lebanese banks to enable them to lend
more to local SMEs and mid-cap companies. It is estimated that some 20 500 jobs will be supported by
this lending, with an expected 250 SMEs and 20 midcap companies benefiting from loans of around ten
years’ duration on average. Furthermore, the credit
line will help to improve the resilience of the Lebanese
financial system, and thus the economy, by helping
banks to diversify funding away from short-term deposits that currently make up 90% of their resources, helping them in turn to better support the growth-enhancing investments of Lebanese businesses.

• upgrade 167 km of track and modernise the signalling
at the major junction in Podgorica, the country’s capital;
• rehabilitate some 30 concrete bridges, along with slope
protection works and the rehabilitation of tunnels;
• help increase passenger numbers – 50 000 expected
at project completion, rising to 80 000 after three years;
and
• allow greater quantities of freight – 300 000 tonnes per
year at completion, rising to 500 000 after three years.
The improvements are located on the core Trans-European Transport Network (Orient/East Med Corridor) and
on a section identified in the 2015 Connectivity Agenda.
The EIB’s contribution to this project goes far beyond a
loan. While technical assistance funded by the Western
Balkans Investment Facility has played a critical role in
project preparation and implementation, the Bank also
helped to obtain a significant investment grant of EUR 20m
from the same facility, without which these economically
strategic enhancements to the rail network could not
go ahead.

Complementing other EU initiatives in the context of
the refugee crisis, the project also involves a refinement of eligibility criteria, rules and procedures to
encourage banks to channel part of the funds provided
towards projects specifically concerned with the needs
of refugees.
29

http://www.eib.org/infocentre/publications/all/econ-mena-enterprise-survey.htm
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Impact finance

Private investors often avoid investment
opportunities with a high potential development
impact, because the risks seem too great.
Impact finance is all about taking on risk
to catalyse financial flows and to tackle social
and environmental challenges such as poverty,
social exclusion and climate change.

T

o achieve the SDGs, public lenders need to engage
further with the private sector to drive forward sustainable economic growth, which is the main engine of poverty reduction and rising living standards. But many high potential investment opportunities
– for example those in young firms, innovative ideas and industries, and in the least developed and most fragile economies – seem too risky to attract private investors. As a result, private sector finance tends to flow to wealthier or more
accessible regions and larger firms in established industries,
not to the places where it can have the biggest development
impacts.

The EIB’s Impact Financing Envelope
The EIB established the Impact Financing Envelope (IFE)
in the Africa, Caribbean and Pacific regions to focus on
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private sector projects that promise high development
impact but which we could not otherwise support due to
the risks involved. The funds available under the IFE are
limited – EUR 800m – so the EIB maximises their impact
through innovative financing models which ensure that
every project attracts significant private sector funding.
The envelope draws inspiration from the impact-investing
world, which calls for investments aimed at achieving beneficial social and environmental impacts alongside financial returns.
The IFE supports investments through four different types
of financial instruments: social impact investment funds;
loans to financial intermediaries such as microfinance institutions, often in local currency; direct financing and
instruments that facilitate risk-sharing. Since its creation
in 2014, the envelope has supported 22 projects worth
EUR 253m across Africa and in several Caribbean countries.

Impact finance

Impact financing – expected results of new projects in 2017

10 800

jobs created

through equity funds

micro-entrepreneurs

supported through microfinance

Clean energy for

876 000

43 800

households

supported through insurance

12

million households

benefiting from mobile payments

From tech start-ups to coca growers
In 2017, 10 new projects were signed under the IFE. These
included investments in four equity funds, which promote
innovation, employment creation and the roll-out of important services for the mass market at the base of the pyramid. One of these, Partech, is focused on technology startups and early-stage enterprises in Western Africa. Many of
the companies in the Fund’s pipeline are led by young, local entrepreneurs with foreign education and experience.
By leveraging affordable internet and mobile technologies,
these innovators see opportunities to implement and scale
innovative ICT-based business models to realise new possibilities in areas such as trade, health and financial services.
One important barrier to greater access to finance is currency risk. Small businesses and households do their business overwhelmingly in local markets and currencies, and
can usually borrow only in local currency. Yet this creates
an extra risk for financial institutions that serve their requirements and that need to borrow in hard currency. Under the IFE, the EIB is able to extend local currency finance,

particularly to microfinance intermediaries in smaller countries where poverty is widespread and operating environments are challenging. In 2017, such local currency financing supported four microfinance institutions in Haiti, Mali
and Senegal, and in Côte d’Ivoire where the focus is on
meeting the financing needs of cocoa farmers’ cooperatives30. Together, these four projects will use the EIB finance
to provide loans to an estimated 43 800 microenterprises.
Two further 2017 impact financing projects are quite unique
in character. While the Africa Energy Guarantee Facility31
is an innovative way to support sustainable energy investments through insurance, M-Birr32 is a financial technology
start-up, supported with a direct equity investment by the
EIB, with the potential to extend vital financial services to
12 million people.
30
31
32

See box p. 40: Access to credit for cocoa growers
See box p. 39: De-risking clean energy investments in Africa
See box p. 38: M-Birr: realising the potential of mobile payments
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Case study

M-Birr: realising the potential of mobile payments

I

n Ethiopia, only one in five people has a bank account, but half of all adults own a mobile phone. This is why
mobile banking has such transformative potential.

A good example of how this can be realised is M-Birr. The start-up company began a service in 2015 that
enabled five local microfinance institutions to offer mobile banking services. Their clients were now able to
transfer funds between accounts and to withdraw and deposit funds at M-Birr agents, usually small retail
outlets such as pharmacies, supermarkets or petrol stations. Banking services penetration in Ethiopia is
extremely low. For many users, M-Birr is the first experience with banking services. By 2017, clients accessed
their account via the 7 000 M-Birr agents around Ethiopia, plus the branches of microfinance institutions that
served some 280 000 core clients.
Moreover, the company also processes the Ethiopian government’s social welfare payments for over 750 000 households, benefiting around three million people. The opportunity to receive social security payments by phone
is making a huge difference. M-Birr clients speak of how they had to walk for hours and endure long queues
to get these payments, without any guarantee that the money would be there in the end and without knowing the amount they would receive. M-Birr offers an easier, more reliable service that also creates fewer possibilities for petty corruption. To withdraw cash, beneficiaries just have to go to a local agent. The use of
low-cost phones is widespread, but even those who cannot afford a phone can get a scratch card with a PIN
code that enables them to claim their social payments when they visit an M-Birr agent.
The EIB is backing the next stage of M-Birr’s expansion with a EUR 4m equity investment under the Impact
Financing Envelope. It is the first time the EIB has invested in mobile financial technology in Africa and is a
co-investment with DEG, a subsidiary of Germany’s KfW. With the EIB investment, M-Birr plans to expand into
other sectors of the Ethiopian economy, serving small businesses for which it can be costly or dangerous just
to move daily revenues from one place to another in cash, as well as supporting the microfinance institutions,
that deliver the M-Birr Service, in setting up more agents and branches. With the support of the EIB, M-Birr
aims to spread access to the benefits of mobile money across all sectors of the economy and parts of the
country.
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Case study

De-risking clean energy
investments in Africa

D

espite the enormous potential that exists in
Africa for the development of renewable energy
resources, access to energy for all, electricity for all,
remains an enormous challenge:

• T he 48 countries of sub-Saharan Africa, with a
combined population of 800 million, together
generate roughly the same amount of electricity
as Spain.
• According to the Sustainable Energy for ALL (SE4All)
Global Tracking Framework, less than 38% of the
sub-Saharan African population has access to mains
electricity.
One of the many reasons for this gap is that energy
projects in the region often face high real or perceived public counterparty risks that deter private
sector investments. Insurance offers a way to hedge
against such risks, making investments more attractive. However, effective insurance of this kind is
rarely available in this context. The Africa Energy
Guarantee Facility responds to this gap. Developed
with technical assistance funding from the EU-Africa
Infrastructure Trust Fund (EU-AITF), this guarantee
facility is an innovative, first-in-its-kind initiative,
expected to play a catalytic role in unlocking private
sector investment in sustainable energy in Africa.
It will support an EU-based reinsurer, Munich Re,
in the provision of political and (sub-) sovereign
risk insurance services for the energy sector in the
region, working through local primary insurers.
The EIB initiated the operation, which forms part
of the Bank's response to the UN initiative Sustainable Energy for All. The EIB’s leading role, its USD
50m investment and the EU-AITF funding for technical assistance have been critical to develop the
concept and attract other partners. The facility is
on track to catalyse up to USD 1bn in reinsurance
capacity to support the financing of clean energy
projects. Based on the preliminary pipeline of eligible energy projects, the facility could support
the installation of 360 MW of generation capacity
from renewables, enough to serve the typical consumption of some 876 000 households, or just over
4 million people.
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Case study

Access to credit for cocoa
growers

A

dvans Côte d’Ivoire is a dynamic microfinance
institution that is expanding its support to its
more than 150 cocoa producer cooperatives in the
country. The institution is a subsidiary of the international Advans Group, in which the EIB holds a
significant stake. Poverty is widespread among
cocoa grower communities in Côte d’Ivoire, with
one third estimated to live on less than USD 1.25
per day.

A new EIB local currency credit line, worth EUR 5m
under the ACP Smallholder Financing Facility, will
help Advans Côte d’Ivoire extend financial support
to 200 additional cooperatives over the next five
years.
These cooperatives are certified according to international fair trade and sustainability standards.
Each serves around 98 smallholder producers on
average, helping them to get access to the productive inputs they need at the start of each season.
Key results (on the basis that the EIB-provided credit
is rolled over each year):
• 59 800 loans extended by cooperatives.
• EUR 334 average loan size.
• Benefiting 25 700 cocoa growers and their families.
In addition, the credit line will also be used to buy
more than 600 trucks, which will enable the cooperatives to transport produce efficiently.
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Case study

Two Kenyan start-ups with big plans

I

nternet access is fast becoming an essential basic service in Kenya. It is needed to access vital information
such as job opportunities and education resources, while many administrative procedures are now online.
However, access to the internet is a challenge in remote or informal settlements without the option of costeffective broadband, leaving only mobile internet services that can be prohibitively expensive. poa! is a
start-up in Kenya, aiming to bring affordable internet via Wi-Fi to underserved areas such as the huge informal
settlement of Kibera in Nairobi.
poa!, an investee company of Novastar Ventures East Africa I, an equity fund supported by the EIB under the
Impact Financing Envelope in 2014, is using Wi-Fi technology to change this situation. Some customers sign
up for poa!’s low-cost home Wi-Fi service, while others pay for access to “public” Wi-Fi, available within a
certain radius of the community buildings which host poa!’s Wi-Fi equipment. Others are able to access the
internet through these schools, cybercafes or youth centres.

One feature of impact financing at the EIB is that the Bank has an additional capacity under the ReM+ framework to track the progress of investments on an annual basis, including that of funds such as Novastar. It is
also an opportunity to dive deeper to understand the impact of EIB lending. The Bank is currently working
with the Global Development Network (GDN) to enable young researchers from the ACP region to study these
impacts through the EIB-GDN programme in Applied Development Finance33. One of these researchers will
be working with poa! to look at how better internet access is improving lives in low-income communities.
The findings will also help poa! as they start to roll out services to other low-income areas of Kenya.
Another company that Novastar has invested in is Hivisasa, an alternative mobile news platform. Three national
newspapers dominate the media landscape in Kenya, but these tend to focus on national-level current affairs.
For local news, people often have to rely on word of mouth, local radio (which is transmitted for only a couple
of hours per day), visits by government officials to schools or community centres, or by “town criers” physically visiting villages. A lot of important information falls through the cracks, resulting in “information poverty”.
Hivisasa aims to provide a more diverse set of news stories, and more local perspectives, with over 1 400 writers contributing from around the country. In 2017, Hivisasa recorded up to 38 million monthly page views and
the platform has over 1 million Facebook followers. The company is working towards financial sustainability
through advertising, while also aiming to have a big impact in terms of fostering civic engagement, political
participation and social capital.
33

http://www.eib.org/infocentre/press/news/all/eib-partners-with-global-development-network-to-study-impact-of-projects-in-acp.htm
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The EIB contribution
The EIB provides a package of support that
includes advantageous financing conditions,
technical advice and help to attract further
finance. The “EIB contribution” is the package of
financing conditions and assistance that goes
beyond what promotors can obtain in local
markets.

T

he ability of the EIB to make a substantial contribution outside the EU rests not just on its strength as a
multilateral, AAA-rated lender. It also rests on guarantees provided by the EU and its Member States
under the External Lending Mandate and the Cotonou Agreement, as well as grants they provide for blending with loans.
These are vitally important to extend the EIB’s reach to higherrisk contexts in less developed countries, and in enabling it to
mobilise technical assistance to ensure the success and lasting
benefit of complex projects.
For projects outside the EU, the EIB traces its contribution
using the third pillar of its Results Measurement Framework. Different indicators are used to rate “financial contribution”, “financial facilitation” and “advice”, and these
components are used to calculate an overall rating. For
the 100 new projects in 2017, the overall EIB contribution
was rated “significant” or “high” for all but 10 projects,
with slightly more rated “high” than last year.

The EIB contribution – overall ratings
for new projects in 2017

In addition to this tracking system, the EIB also introduced
in 2017 a new “ReM TA”34 system of indicators to assess the
results of technical assistance operations that accompany
EIB project financing.
34
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See box p. 45: ReM TA: a new system for tracking technical assistance results
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The EIB contribution

Responding to financing needs
“Financial contribution” includes blending with grants, the
provision of financing in a local currency and the length of
the tenor period (duration of the loan) compared to the life
of the assets invested in and compared to what can typically be obtained in local markets. New projects were rated highly across instrument types for the length of tenor
provided, with the economic life of project assets being
matched by the finance provided in most cases. Tenor also
exceeded what was available in local markets in most cases, the exception being guarantees and direct equity operations where the financial advantage typically lies more
in a high level of risk absorption. Weighted average tenor ranged from 22 years for infrastructure projects and
17 years for risk-sharing guarantees to 13 years for equity
fund investments, 9 years for credit lines for SMEs and midcaps and 6 years for microfinance credit lines.
It was possible to blend EIB finance with investment grants,
including interest subsidies, for 22 projects. These were
overwhelmingly targeted at infrastructure development,
with grant components being worth some 17% of EIB lending volumes for direct and framework loans, on average.
For example, the EIB successfully applied for a EUR 5m Eastern Europe Energy Efficiency and Environment Partnership
(E5P) grant for the Chisinau Energy Efficiency project in a
joint application with EBRD, representing 20% of the total
project cost. This project will refurbish some 100 municipal
buildings in the city, the capital of Moldova, dramatically
improving insulation and energy efficiency. Non-IFI funding
from commercial banks available in Moldova is very limited
and mainly restricted to tenors of up to seven years, so the
20-year EIB loan for this project represents a tenor extension of 186%. Blending with grant finance and other forms
of financial contribution is also playing a very significant
role in the Fiji Water and Wastewater project.35

35

See box p. 47: After the cyclone: blending with grant finance for Fiji
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Direct equity

Direct and
framework loans*
Credit lines for SMEs
and mid-caps
Guarantees for
SMEs and mid-caps
Credit lines for
microfinance
Equity funds and
MIVs

The EIB’s technical and financial
contribution to projects – average
values for different instrument types
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27

5

7

14

3

EIB contribution – overall
rating

3.2

2.9

3.0

3.4

3.4

3.3

Overall rating

3.4

3.4

3.0

3.6

3.9

3.3

Subsidy (%)

13.6 0.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Subsidy
(rating)
Local currency
financing (rating)

2.3

1.3

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.7

1.0

3.0

3.3

1.0

Extension of tenor
(%)

157 127

67

117 111 100

Extension of tenor
(rating)

3.6

3.6

3.0

3.3

3.9

4.0

Match with
economic life (%)

89

99

100 143

98

100

Match with
economic life (rating) 3.6

4.0

4.0

4.0

3.9

4.0

Overall rating

2.5

2.5

3.0

2.7

3.3

3.3

Innovative financing 1.5

1.7

2.0

2.3

3.5

3.3

Attracting private
sector financiers

2.3

3.6

2.3

3.3

3.3

Working with public 2.7
sector partners

2.0 N/A 2.1

2.8

3.3

Raising
standards

3.2

2.9

2.0

2.4

2.9

2.7

Overall rating

2.8

1.8

1.0

2.7

2.6

3.0

Financial advice &
structuring

2.2

1.4

1.0

2.1

2.5

2.3

Technical contribution & advice

2.9

2.0

1.0

2.9

2.1

3.0

Advice

Financial facilitation

Financial contribution

Number of projects

1.8

EIB contribution ratings for individual projects: 4= high; 3 = significant;
2 = moderate; 1 = low. The table shows simple average ratings or percentages
across projects. *Includes one guarantee facility for infrastructure.
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Catalytic effect
Financial facilitation refers to the ability of the EIB to promote higher standards and help attract other sources of finance. For example, the EIB has played an important role in
structuring the Egypt Mid-Cap Fund as part of a group of
anchor investors. The EIB’s commitment will help the fund
attract further private financing and fill a gap in growth financing for SMEs and mid-caps. The development of this
kind of financing provision is innovative in Egypt, where a
scarcity of appropriate finance remains a severe barrier for
many firms.
The Bank helps to raise standards by requiring EU standards
to be met in areas such as procurement and environmental protection, in many cases providing technical support to
achieve this. In the case of the Casablanca Tramway Line 2
project, for example, the Bank is working to bring the project up to the Bank's standards in terms of environmental
and social impact assessment, and has also been working to
ensure the quality of the procurement process.

Providing advice
Aside from promoting standards, the advice provided by
or through the EIB can often help promoters to financially
structure projects, or can help improve technical aspects of
project design, preparation and implementation, enhancing the long-term value and effectiveness of investments.
The Bank provided substantial technical support, for instance, to the Kyrgyz Agriculture and Food Value Chain
credit line which aims to support small business investments in improved technologies and the adoption of modern production, processing and logistics practices in the agri-food sector. The EIB has been heavily involved in project
design, working with partners to supervise a market and
feasibility study, conducting desk research and collecting
information during two field missions to the Kyrgyz Republic. It has helped to procure and supervise three technical
assistance initiatives linked to the project. Indeed, mobilising and overseeing grants for technical assistance36 is often
critical to the success of EIB-supported projects.

36

See box p. 48: Transformative advice and technical assistance

The EIB contribution

ReM TA:
a new system for tracking technical
assistance results

Reflecting the increasing importance of technical assistance
(TA), the EIB introduced a new tool to strengthen results reporting for TA outside the EU. TA results indicators have been
developed along similar lines to the Bank’s Results
Measurement Framework for lending operations to provide a
coherent and consistent picture of whether results are being
achieved effectively and efficiently. Expected results are defined at the operation approval stage, with results reassessed
at operation completion. The indicators were first piloted in
the ACP region, starting in 2015, and rolled out to all outsideEU TA operations in late 2017.
TA aims to assist promoters, national authorities and financial
intermediaries to improve set-ups, project identification,

assessment methods and financial and risk management. TA is
used to support a great variety of projects, including both infrastructure projects and support to local private sector development. It may directly support project preparation and implementation, or occur “upstream” (e.g. assessment of market
opportunities).
From 2015 to 2017, 20 TA operations falling under the scope
of this new framework were approved, representing EUR
34.95m in grant funding. The majority address TA needs
in the ACP region, under the ACP Investment Facility, with
two in the Southern Neighbourhood funded under the
Global Environment Facility and the Economic Resilience
Initiative.
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Expected results from 20 technical
assistance operations approved in
2015-2017
Upstream (one operation)
Studies provided
Studies disseminated
Investment opportunities identified as a
result of the study

2
2
2

Project preparation (three operations)
Studies prepared
Technical documents prepared

3
5

% of studies used in EIB project appraisal

100%

Financial resources leveraged by supported
projects

EUR 375m

EIB commitment to supported projects

EUR 160m

Project implementation (nine operations)
Consultant-days provided to Project
Implementation Units
Projects with procurement process
enhanced
Projects with quality project cycle
management system introduced

17 206
7
7

Capacity building (seven operations)
Number of people receiving training
Number of people receiving on-the-job
training
Hours of training provided

14 020

Number of knowledge outputs produced

120

790
47 680

The nine TA operations supporting project implementation
(all related to infrastructure projects) are expected to provide a
total of 17 200 consultant-days to Project Implementation
Units. In most cases, a new quality project cycle management
system will be introduced as well as an improved procure–
ment management process. The project preparation operations consisted of two market studies (financial sector) and
one review of the design and bidding documents for an
infrastructure project that has already proved to be crucial for
the project appraisal process by the EIB. The EIB is expected to
lend around EUR 160m to the three projects involved, with
EUR 375m to be leveraged from other sources.
In terms of capacity building, the figures for seven TA operations indicate that nearly 48 000 hours of training is to be provided to 14 000 people in priority target groups. In the majority of cases, the knowledge acquired is regarded as directly
relevant to a significant degree to beneficiaries’ daily work,
with experts expecting the tools and procedures learnt to be
used autonomously.
Environmental and social considerations are central to many of
the TA operations, notably those covering project preparation
and implementation (water and transport sectors). These
operations aim to improve the projects’ environmental and social safeguards in accordance with EIB standards or to introduce new environmental and social management systems.
A TA operation for a road sector project in Madagascar, for example, is expected to have a significant impact by supporting
the implementation of resettlement action plans, an environmental and social management plan, and a road safety awareness campaign. A TA operation in Côte d’Ivoire is expected to
make an important contribution in terms of social outreach
through improving water access and better management of
water facilities in the capital city.
The seven capacity building operations are related to financial
sector projects and often have a strong focus on social aspects,
including gender. For example, a TA operation supporting financial institutions37 in the Caribbean aims to establish reliable
social performance management and product development
systems, which will enable financial institutions to track their
outreach to vulnerable groups and women. The Universal
Standards for Social Performance Management will be used as
guidelines to ensure best practice.

37
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Foreword by the President

Case study

After the cyclone: blending with grant finance for Fiji

I

n February 2016, Fiji’s largest island, Viti Levu, caught the full impact of Cyclone Winston. The cyclone took the lives
of more than 40 Fijians, caused entire villages to be damaged beyond repair, and left thousands without water
and power. Ultimately it cost the country the equivalent of 20% of its GDP.

Climate change poses an existential threat to the Pacific islands through rising sea levels and the increased frequency
of extreme weather events such as Cyclone Winston. In Fiji, inadequate water systems that cannot withstand the
effects of flooding are one critical source of vulnerability. At the same time, as the population of the capital, Suva,
increases, investment is needed to ensure that safe drinking water and adequate sanitation are available for all.
The EIB is supporting the efforts of the government of Fiji with a loan of just under EUR 65m, alongside the Asian
Development Bank (ADB)38 and the Green Climate Fund39. The programme will install a new water intake on the
Rewa river, further inland than the existing facilities, to reduce the risk of drawing in seawater. Along with a new
water treatment plant, pumping station and reservoir, this will improve the quality and reliability of the drinking
water supply.
In addition, the wastewater network and treatment system will be upgraded and expanded. Altogether, more than
300 000 people will benefit from these measures. A further 1 000 households in peri-urban areas and informal
settlements will be connected to the water network, while an additional 4 500 households will be connected to the
sewerage network.
With the government of Fiji only recently able to sell bonds with a four-year maturity, the 20-year loans from the
EIB and the ADB are vital in enabling this project to go ahead. This is a project with high social and environmental
returns but a low potential to be fully self-financing. Given the post-disaster situation, there is a clear case for the
blending of grants with loans to achieve a lower cost of funding. Alongside a grant from the Green Climate Fund,
the project will also therefore benefit from an interest rate subsidy from the Cotonou IF worth nearly 17% of the EIB
loan amount.
38
39

https://www.adb.org
https://www.greenclimate.fund/home
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Case study

Transformative advice and technical assistance

A

dvisory and technical assistance services play a vital complementary role alongside finance in enabling projects to go
ahead, to be successful and to be sustainable. This is true whether the technical support is provided at the very earliest
stage of the project process, or whether it is about helping to put the know-how into place to ensure that project implementation produces the expected positive impacts. The following are two examples of TA operations approved in 2017.

Towards a sustainable financial sector in the Caribbean
Financial institutions in Caribbean countries lack capacity in areas such as the monitoring of social performance and the
targeting of vulnerable groups. This poses a serious challenge for microfinance projects in the region. This is why the EIB
provides capacity building, funded by the Cotonou Investment Facility, to a number of client or prospective client institutions.The training will focus on risk and social performance management, which should enable increased targeting of
vulnerable groups and better reporting to improve compliance with EIB processes. This 480-hour training is expected
to reach about 50% of the institutions’ staff. Depending on need, a number of “knowledge outputs” – such as anti-money
laundering procedures, know-your-customer processes or strategic plans – will be produced for each institution.
In addition, the EUR 4.2m TA operation will include a tailor-made capacity-building programme for final beneficiary
microenterprises and other microfinance borrowers. The aim is to form a consortium of reputable international or regional
educational institutes to work with local professional bodies and local universities, which will decide on training needs
and deliver training on entrepreneurship, business management and financial literacy. This component is designed not
only to help microenterprises but also to strengthen local universities and professional bodies through training-oftrainers and the development of local curricula and training materials that they will be able to use in the future.
The EIB will be providing a significant degree of technical expertise to this programme and a considerable amount of
time – around 90 days involvement by EIB staff. Its design builds on EIB experience with TA in other ACP countries and
replicates the most successful elements. The overarching objective is to maximise the impact of the EIB’s support to
microfinance in Caribbean region, with financial institutions better equipped to target social impact, and beneficiaries
in a better position to use access to financial services to improve their lives.

Assisting Mediterranean countries in reducing mercury pollution
In cooperation with the UN Environment Programme, the EIB is implementing an “upstream” TA operation to carry out
two studies, one in Tunisia and one in Morocco, with the ultimate aim of reducing pollution in the Mediterranean from
industrial emissions, particularly mercury. Tunisia and Morocco have recently stepped up their efforts in this direction in
compliance with the UN Minamata Convention40.
Funded by the Global Environment Facility, and carried out in collaboration with the UN Environment Programme, the
8-month, EUR 47 200 operation will lay the groundwork for an application for a further EUR 7m of project preparation
technical assistance under the facility and will produce a reference document on environmental, social and institutional
standards.
Ultimately, these preparatory phases could lead to the development of two projects to support the conversion of industrial processes in the plain of Kasserine in Tunisia and the Wadi Martil in Morocco, involving investments of EUR 500m in
total. These projects would aim to minimise or eliminate mercury-based pollution and ensure the safe disposal of contaminated material and the rehabilitation of contaminated industrial units.
40
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These sections provide more detail
on the EIB’s activities outside the EU in 2017,
the results we expect to achieve, and
the results actually achieved by projects
completed during this year.
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New lending in 2017
Supporting local private
sector development
Local private sector development stands for the ability of
developing and emerging countries to create decent jobs
and rising standards of living for all their citizens. It is the
main engine of poverty reduction and the basis for the sustainable provision of public goods and services. Access to
decent jobs is vital for social inclusion, not least for young
people that usually bear the brunt of unemployment.

faced, particularly by small companies, are made even more
severe by greater levels of economic uncertainty and underdeveloped financial sectors. For people on low incomes,
particularly women who face heightened economic exclusion, access to credit and other financial services can be an
important enabling factor in escaping poverty and achieving greater well-being and empowerment.

However, local private sector development faces many hurdles. In developing and emerging countries the barriers

Total EIB commitment in 2017 (new projects) to local private
sector development outside the EU was EUR 3.405bn.

New project lending in 2017 for local private sector development, by instrument type
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Credit lines and guarantees in support of SMEs and
mid-caps – 2017 saw a reduction in both the number and
total volume of new credit lines, largely due a slowdown in
activity in Turkey were the Bank has long provided very extensive support to economic convergence with the EU. Another development in 2017 was the more extensive provision of portfolio guarantees, with five guarantees provided
to banks in Ukraine, Georgia and Moldova. Guarantees support lending to smaller business by absorbing a proportion
of the risk involved, making this lending more attractive for
intermediaries. The volumes involved for the EIB are typically
smaller than for credit lines, but while credit lines are onlent to beneficiary companies on a one-to-one basis, guarantees serve to trigger a higher degree of lending through
risk-sharing.
Taken together, new credit lines and guarantees in 2017
will enable local intermediary banks to make more than
28 000 loans, averaging around EUR 122 000 each. The average size of final beneficiaries is expected to be just under 17 employees. This figure is notably influenced by the
Kyrgyz Agriculture and Food Value Chain credit line that is
expected to target some 16 000 enterprises in the agriculture and food sectors, but even excluding this project, the
average beneficiary company is “small” with 34 employees.
These credit lines and guarantees will also allow local banks
to extend the duration of the loans they offer to SMEs and
mid-caps. The average loan tenor (weighted by loan size)
is expected to be 5.5 years, substantially more than small
companies can typically access in developing economies. It
is expected that these credit lines and guarantees will help
sustain some 481 000 jobs in final beneficiary companies.
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Expected results – support to lending for SMEs and
mid-caps, by firm size

SMEs

Mid-caps Other

Expected results – support to lending for SMEs and
mid-caps, by region

Africa,
Asia
Southern PreCaribbean and Eastern
Neigh- Accession
Neigh&
Latin
bours Countries
bours
Pacific* America

All

Total loans
(EUR m)

2 660

802

20.2

3 480

Number of
projects

7

4

6

9

6

Total loans #

28 200

390

43

28 600

Total loans
(EUR m)

441

330

423

1 580

710

Average loan size
(EUR)

94 400 2 060 000 470 000 122 000

Total loans #

2 100

17 400

3 500

3 690

1 920

Average loan tenor
(years)
Jobs sustained in
beneficiary firms

5.5

5.6

328 000 145 000

6.9

5.5

Average loan
size (EUR)

7900

481 000

Average loan
tenor (years)

210 000 18 900 120 000 428 000 371 000

4.6

7.1

4.9

5.9

4.9

Jobs sustained
in beneficiary 67 800 175 000 19 800 122 000 97 100
firms

Credit lines for microfinance – While standard credit
lines to banks for SMEs support lending to very many microenterprises, credit lines for microfinance specifically
target microfinance institutions that are themselves specialised in extending credit and other essential financial services to the poorest groups in society, and often with a particular focus on women and vulnerable groups.
Six microfinance credit lines support the local private sector development objective. A seventh supports social infrastructure development, reported under education. Together these projects will support over 100 000 loans to
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micro-entrepreneurs, with an average expected loan size of
EUR 752. Because it is assumed that microfinance clients are
usually micro-entrepreneurs (one job per loan) and likely to
benefit from repeat loans throughout the life of the credit
line, the total jobs sustained by these loans is conservatively
estimated at 60 900.
The EIB also invested in the Shorecap 3 microfinance investment vehicle. This helps this fund to catalyse further
resources to support an expected 15 microfinance institutions, which together lend to some 400 000 beneficiaries.

In detail

Expected results – lending through microfinance
institutions

Value of loans to microenterprises
Number of loans to microenterprises

EUR 77.4m
103 000

Average loan size (EUR)

752

Women as % of final beneficiaries

28%

Jobs sustained in microenterprises

60 900

Equity funds – The EIB supported 11 equity funds to help
direct risk-absorbing equity finance and technical advice to
companies with high-growth potential, in turn giving a spur
to growth and job creation. While most are in Africa, three
are in the Southern Neighbourhood, representing renewed
support for private equity funds in this region. EIB participation in equity funds will help to catalyse total funding of
EUR 1.8bn, which is expected to create around 25 000 jobs
in nearly 200 investee companies.

Industry and R&D – The EIB also lends or provides equity financing directly to larger projects by private industry
where these make a significant contribution to local private
sector development. In Ukraine, two projects support the
development of the agricultural and food sector. Three projects in Tunisia and Morocco will support the further development of the manufacturing sector, something that is critical for creating high quality jobs in these middle-income
countries.
The Bank’s investment in M-Birr41 is an example of direct equity investment in a young company with very high potential development impact. We are also providing direct equity financing (a contingent risk-sharing loan) to BiondVax
Pharmaceuticals, a start-up in Israel, to finance research and
development for a new vaccine against influenza. The project entails the investments necessary to bring the novel
vaccine to the market as a seasonal primer for elderly people, including clinical trials. By 2021, if successful, this project will enable the production of 10 million doses of the
vaccine.

Expected results – supporting job creation through
equity funds

Total size of supported funds

EUR 1.80bn

Average leverage ratio

7.4

Number of investee companies supported

197

Average size of investment
Net jobs created in investee companies

EUR 5.38m
25 000

41

See box p. 38: M-Birr: realising the potential of mobile payments
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Developing social and
economic infrastructure
Infrastructure is a vital pillar of the development process. It
contributes directly to better lives as the basis for the provision of basic services such as safe water and sanitation provision, electricity supply, healthcare and education. At the
same time, good infrastructure is an essential condition of
economic and sustainable growth, creating decent jobs
and raising standards of living.
In 2017, the Bank signed 47 new infrastructure projects that
represent total approved lending of EUR 3.76bn.

New project lending for social and
economic infrastructure, by sector

a minimum, such as the extension to the Metro in Bangalore42, India.
Five road projects will improve economically important
transport links. The widening of 41km of the extremely
busy Mombasa port access road in Kenya is expected to
benefit the users of up to 38 000 vehicles a day, and bring
much needed safety improvements. The EIB is also supporting road modernisation in Madagascar to help spur development in very underdeveloped regions through better
access to ports. In the Western Balkans region, the Montenegro Railways 343 project will continue a programme on investment in the rail network to facilitate trade and growth,
enabling an additional 300 000 tonnes of goods to be carried every year.

Expected results – Transport

Road networks
Length of road lanes built or upgraded

1 360 km

Additional vehicles benefiting, per day

39 000
28.6 million
hours
EUR 87.6m

Time savings, per year
Vehicle operating cost savings, per year
Road fatalities saved, per year

18

Public transport

Transport, EUR 1 520m, 12 projects

Education, EUR 58m, 2 projects

Energy, EUR 1 153m, 11 projects

Industry and R&D, EUR 50m

Water and sewerage, EUR 609m,
10 projects
Multisector, EUR 157m, 7 projects

Housing and urban development,
EUR 35m, 3 projects
Agriculture and forestry, EUR 30m,
1 project

Health, EUR 150m, 1 project

Transport – Six of the twelve new transport projects in
2017 are concerned with improving urban transport systems to tackle congestion, foster growth and improve
urban quality of life, whilst keeping climate impacts to
43
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190 km

Railway track (extra-urban) built or upgraded

167 km

New or upgraded stations or stops

103

Vehicles or rolling stock purchased
Journeys on new or upgraded public
transport, per year

378
345 million

Time savings, per year

94 million
hours

Additional rail cargo carried, per year
42
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New or upgraded urban transport routes
(bus/tram/metro)

See box p. 12: A big step for sustainable transport in Bangalore
See box p. 35: Better trade connections for Montenegro

300 000 tonnes

In detail

Energy – Eight out of eleven new energy sector projects
will develop new generation capacity from renewable
sources, mostly in Asia and Latin America, but with one project – the Gulf of Suez Wind Farm project – in the Southern
Neighbourhood. In addition, electricity generation from
renewables will also be a major focus of the multi-sector
China Climate Eximbank framework loan.
Two more projects will expand and upgrade electricity networks in Moldova and Paraguay, improving the efficiency
and reliability of transmission, while a project in Kenya44 is
focused on extending access to the electricity network to
further communities and households.

Expected results – Energy

Electricity generation
Generation capacity from renewables

2 870 MW

Electricity production, per year

8 180 GWh

Households potentially served by electricity
produced

6.02 million

Electricity networks

Projects that will improve safe drinking water supplies include a major investment programme in Abidjan, Côte
d’Ivoire, that will benefit nearly 1 million people, and a project of extensive modernisations of water infrastructure in
Fiji45.

Expected results – Water and sanitation

Water
New/upgraded water mains/pipes

New/upgraded power lines

40 400 km

New/upgraded substation capacity

6 490 MVA

Electricity transported, per year

2 100 GWh

New household connections to the electricity
network

Water and sanitation – Eight projects in this sector will
address the need for modern, efficient wastewater systems.
The Tbilisi wastewater and infrastructure project is notable
for its scope, bringing benefits across the Georgian capital city of 12 million inhabitants. The project will include
the upgrade of the Soviet-era Gardabani wastewater treatment plant to bring it in line with current Georgian and EU
requirements, and modernise the outdated water distribution and sewage collection networks to improve access,
minimise leaks and infiltration, and save energy. The Programme National Assainissement 2 will similarly upgrade
wastewater systems across a number of small and mediumsized towns in Morocco, benefiting 1.2 million people.

297 000

New/upgraded domestic water connections

95 600

Population benefiting from improved water
supply

2.1 million

Sanitation
New/upgraded wastewater treatment
capacity (person-eq.)
New/upgraded sewer/storm pipes
New/upgraded domestic sanitation
connections
Population benefiting from improved
sanitation services

44
45

1 410 km

1.84 million
1 660 km
80 600
15.1 million

See box p. 23: Cleaner energy for all - Backing Kenya’s ambitious plans
See box p. 47: After the cyclone: blending with grant finance for Fiji
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Health, education, urban development and agriculture – New social infrastructure projects include a project to build a new hospital campus in Bursa, Turkey, which
will serve a population of 3.9 million, providing treatment
to 130 000 people every year. The Université Euro-Méditerranéenne de Fès46, meanwhile, will create 6 600 new
student places. Investment in the International Housing
Solutions Fund 247 will support the construction of 7 000 affordable homes.
Two projects are framework loans that will be used to finance energy efficiency projects in the cities of Chisinau,
Moldova, and Yerevan, Armenia. While the individual subprojects are yet to be identified (and hence results have yet
to be estimated), they are expected to focus on the renovation of public buildings in the cities. A further two projects support agricultural production, storage and processing capacity in Ukraine, something that is important for the
development of the rural economy as well as for climate
resilience.

Expected results – Health, education, housing and
agriculture

Health
Beds in new/rehabilitated hospitals
Patients treated per year in new or
rehabilitated hospitals
Population covered by improved health
facilities

1 355
130 000
3.9 million

Education
Student places created in new or rehabilitated
higher education facilities
Additional students enrolled in first year after
completion

6 600
5 620

Housing
Number of households in new or renovated
social housing
Number of culture, recreation and sports
facilities built or renovated

7 000
15

Agriculture
Crop production capacity
Crop storage capacity
S ee box p. 34: Linking Europe and North Africa through education
See box p. 21: Affordable housing for sustainable cities
48
See box p. 34: Linking Europe and North Africa through education
46
47
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1 220 000 t/
year
1 500 000 t/
year

R&D and multi sector projects – The development of
social and economic infrastructure is also served by seven
projects that address a number of sectors. Three framework
loans or funds support climate action projects in different
sectors, while four credit lines targeting Montenegro and
Serbia will be used to support both investments by SMEs
and other local small-scale projects that meet local infrastructure needs. Two projects also contain R&D components: the Université Euro-Méditerranéenne de Fès48 and
one agriculture project which covers the development of
software tailored to managing agribusiness processes in
Ukraine.

In detail

Employment impacts of infrastructure projects –

Expected direct employment impacts*

Overall, new projects in 2017 are expected to support
314 000 person-years of employment during construction. The Bangalore Metro Rail project49 in India in particular will have a strong impact on employment, creating
55 000 person-years of employment. The number of permanent jobs created during the operation of infrastructure is
8 680 jobs.

Employment Employment
during
during
construction operation
(person-years)

(full-time
equivalent)

Energy

32 600

1 740

Transport

185 000

2 980

Water and sanitation

82 600

1 080

Telecommunications

107

52

Health

3 090

20

Education

5 220

644

Industry, agro-industry and R&D

2 310

2 170

Multi-sector projects

3 700

0

314 000

8 680

Total
49

https://youtu.be/dfWYczSIitc

* Employment split by sector is indicative.
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Projects completed in 2017
The EIB’s ReM framework enables a thorough assessment of results, not only as expected at project appraisal but also at project completion. This is now possible for an increasing number
of projects. In 2017, 26 such projects reached completion, including 18 credit lines for SMEs and mid-caps and eight infrastructure projects.

Results of completed credit
lines
The 18 ReM framework-appraised credit lines completed in
2017 include six in the pre-accession region (five in Turkey and
one in Serbia); the remaining ones supported lending to SMEs
in Botswana, Ghana, Kenya, Mozambique, Nigeria and
Tanzania. They lent a total of EUR 1.06bn through 2 054 loans
with an average duration of 5.3 years, exceeding the conditions typically available in local markets. Of these, 1 899 went
to SMEs and 155 to mid-caps. This lending is helping to sustain
198 000 jobs in the final beneficiary companies.
One notable feature of the credit lines in the pre-accession region is that “micro” companies (fewer than 10 employees) tend
to invest in larger projects rather than small companies (1049 employees) and benefit from longer tenor periods. An examination of the data on individual loans suggests that this is
because many micro firms are start-ups or individual entrepreneurs planning relatively large investments. Many of these investments involving the construction of assets such as business premises are likely to benefit from longer tenor because
the assets are more likely to be accepted as collateral. Many
are also linked to significant expected job creation, although it
is difficult to produce reliable aggregate figures for job creation expected by loan recipients. For example, one “micro” loan
for the establishment of a private hospital centre is expected
to employ 400 people when it is completed.

60
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Results achieved for 18 completed credit lines

Results achieved

Me- MidAll
SMEs Micro Small dium caps* All

Total loans
(EUR m)

764

99

176

489

297

1 062

Total loans #

1 899

610

765

524

155

2 054

Average loan size
(EUR ‘000s)

403

162

231

934

4 790

517

Average investment
size (EUR ‘000s)

782

526

367

1 690

9 610

1 010

Average loan tenor
(years)

5.2

5.8

4.9

5.3

5.6

5.3

Jobs sustained

63 500 2 060 14 300 47 100 67 000 198 000

*includes three loans to large companies.

These aggregate results broadly meet expectations at appraisal, although with some specific differences that are being used
to refine the ex ante estimation of results in the future. In the
pre-accession region, more companies benefited than expected, and loans were on average slightly smaller. In the ACP region, however, loans tended to be larger than expected, supporting more capital-intensive investment projects, with total
jobs sustained lower than estimated. The average loan tenor
period was broadly in line with expectations across both
regions.

In detail

Results of completed infrastructure projects
Among the social and economic infrastructure projects that have been tracked using the Results Measurement framework
since 2012, eight reached completion in 2017. These included three large allocations (sub-projects) under framework loans,
the results of which can now be assessed. They include four projects in the energy sector, two in agriculture and forestry,
one in the health sector and one in telecommunications.

Results achieved for 18 completed credit lines

Energy (4 projects)
Generation capacity from renewables

368 MW

Electricity produced annually from renewables
Households that could be supplied with
electricity generated
Cost of electricity generated, including
environmental externalities
Annual savings from reduced energy imports

897 GWh
452 000
66 EUR/MWh
EUR 267m

Agriculture (1 project)
Animal feed production capacity
Grain storage capacity
Animal feed processed annually
Imports of feed substituted annually

720 000
tonnes/year
340 000 tonnes
720 000
tonnes/year
133 000 tonnes

Forestry (1 project)
New forest area planted
Area of forest and rangeland rehabilitated
Land under improved maintenance

124 000 ha
82 300 ha
1.2 million ha

Telecommunications (1 project)
Homes passed by broadband
Homes connected to broadband

2.8 million
1.02 million

Health (1 project)
Number of beds in health facilities
Number of patients treated each year
Population covered by improved health services

536
42 100
195 000

Cross-cutting indicators
Temporary jobs during construction
Full-time jobs during operation
Energy efficiencies realised

55 400

The four energy sector projects all focused on electricity generation from renewables, and included the Tafila Wind Farm
project in Jordan, and three framework loan allocations in
Costa Rica, Chile and India. Together these operations produced, at completion, enough electricity to serve
452 000 households. This matched expectations except in the
case of a hydropower project in Costa Rica where power output in the first year after completion was lower (100 GWh
instead of 225 GWh expected) because of unfavourable
hydrological conditions in that year due to the El Niño
phenomenon.
Agriculture and forestry were represented by the MHP Agrifood project in Ukraine and the Afforestation and Erosion
Control 2 project in Turkey. The former has installed storage
capacity for 340 000 tonnes of grain and is enabling
720 000 tonnes of animal feed to be processed annually, improving the resilience and value added of the agri-food sector
in the country. In Turkey, 124 000 hectares of forest were planted, exceeding expectations of 80 000 hectares, although the
area of forest and rangeland rehabilitated was somewhat
lower.
In the telecommunications sector, the Broadband Roll-out
Eastern Regions project, also in Turkey, has connected just
over one million homes to broadband, with broadband services accessible for a total of 2.8 million homes. This is actually
substantially more than was expected, with many more households taking up broadband connections. In the health sector,
a new hospital was successfully built to serve 195 000 people
in Nouméa, the capital city of New Caledonia, and in the
southern region of the country. It treated 42 100 patients in
the first year of operation, close to expectations.
The number of permanent jobs created by the projects was
slightly lower than expected, at nearly 5 000, but the volume
of employment supported during construction, at 55 400 person-years, was notably higher than was estimated at appraisal.
This is due to the two projects in Turkey, which were both
labour-intensive in nature and ended up generating more
temporary employment than originally foreseen.

4 950
75 MWh
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2017 aggregate
lending volumes
The new projects covered by this report are those for which
the first financing contract was signed in 2017. For each of
these projects, the full, approved financing volume is reported.
This covers both the amount “signed” in 2017 and any approved balance planned to be signed under future contracts.
Likewise, for each new project, the full total investment cost
and the full expected results are reported.
To avoid double counting of project results, follow-up contracts signed under projects that have already been reported
in previous reports (because earlier financing contracts were
signed under them in previous years) are not reported above.
However, for the sake of transparency, a breakdown of 2017
lending volumes, including the volume of such follow-up contracts, is given below. A full list of projects, including follow-up
signatures, is given in below50.
This methodology is different from that used in the reports before 2014. For this reason, lending volumes and project counts
may not always be strictly comparable.

2017 lending volumes (EUR m)

New projects
(first signed in 2017)

Total
Contracts Volume Contracts
project Financing
signed in to be signed in
cost approved 2017 signed
2017
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See box p. 65: 100 new projects signed in 2017
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All

ACP Countries

6 690

1 566

1 465

101

2

1 468

Asia and Latin
America
Eastern
Neighbours
Southern
Neighbours
Pre-Accession
Countries
Local private
sector
development
Social and
economic
infrastructure

6 595

2 021

1 669

352

318

1 987

1 352

412

411

2

324

734

6 370

2 287

1 925

362

0

1 925

1 915

880

700

180

137

837

-

3 405

2 678

727

142

2 820

-

3 763

3 492

271

638

4 131

Climate action

-

2601

2297

304

341

2638

Regional
integration

-

436

436

0

40

479

6 170

997

781

6 951

Total
50

Older Total
projects contracts
(first signed
signed in
before
2017
2017)

22 923 7 167

Note: Republic of South Africa is included under ACP. Central Asia is included under Asia and Latin
America. Lending for a given project may support more than one objective.

In detail

Project ratings and
environmental and social standards
Under the ReM Framework51, projects are given overall ratings as part of the appraisal process. Ratings are based on a series of objectively measureable indicators and guidelines. A process of quality control ensures that all ratings are checked for consistency
across operations.

ReM ratings by ReM pillar – new projects in 2017

Pillar 2 ratings by sector – new projects in 2017

Pillar 1: In 2017, all new projects were rated at least “good” under Pillar 1, signifying that they are in line with Mandate objectives and make a high contribution to either national development objectives or those of the EU, and a moderate
contribution to the other. Just over half were rated “excellent”
for making a high contribution to both EU priorities and national development objectives.
Pillar 2: The Pillar 2 rating is based on project soundness, financial and economic sustainability and environmental and
social sustainability in the case of directly financed projects.
For intermediated operations, the rating is based on the expected results, weighted by risk considerations as measured
by the soundness of the intermediary and the quality of the
operating environment.
With reference to the overall Pillar 2 rating, 85 projects were
rated “good”, with an average economic rate of return (ERR) of
10% to 15% in the case of infrastructure projects. Eight projects were rated “excellent”. These covered a range of sectors,
including two projects in the water and wastewater sector.
Another six projects across all sectors received an “acceptable”
rating, often because of high-risk environments or lower capacity of the project promoter that could impact the probability of achieving planned results. The two microfinance credit
lines in Georgia and Palestine are notable in this category.
51

See box p. 16: How we track results through the project cycle

Pillar 3 ratings are presented in the chapter on EIB
contribution52.

Environmental and social standards
Within the framework of EU policy objectives, the EIB seeks to
ensure and enhance the environmental and social sustainability of all projects financed. All projects must comply with EIB
environmental and social policies and principles, reflecting the
evolving consensus of the EU and other international institutions. These standards are developed and overseen by the
Bank’s Environment, Climate & Social Office, and cover:
•
Human rights – the EIB is bound by the Charter of
Fundamental Rights of the EU, including the commitment to
upholding human rights; this is achieved by excluding specific types of projects or activities, and by a comprehensive due
diligence process.
52

See p. 42: The EIB contribution
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• Gender – in line with the Bank’s Gender Action Plan53, the
Bank is mainstreaming gender equality and women's empowerment in its lending portfolio, both through standardsbased due diligence and lending impact.
• Conflict sensitivity – the EIB approach focuses on flagging
and mitigating conflict-related risks to avoid aggravating
conflicts and, whenever possible, contribute indirectly to
conflict prevention, recovery and peace-building through its
operations.
• Biodiversity – the EIB is committed to tracking and reporting
biodiversity-related lending and is working with other development banks on a common methodology.

• Acceptable: Acceptable with major negative residual environmental and/or social impacts.
• Good: Acceptable with minor negative residual environmental and/or social impacts.
• Excellent: Acceptable with positive or neutral residual environmental and/or social impacts.

Average environmental and social ratings
by sector – new projects in 2017

• Climate change – The EIB’s climate standards require its financing as a whole to be aligned with EU climate policy. This
is done not only by promoting climate change mitigation
and adaptation projects, but also, for example, by mainstreaming climate risk considerations and assessing the
Bank’s carbon footprint54 across the portfolio.
Environmental and social impacts are given ratings under
Pillar 2 of the ReM Framework for infrastructure and industrial
private sector projects (typically excluding framework loans
for smaller projects where the exact eventual projects are not
specified at appraisal). The rating is based on both the nature
of the impacts and the magnitude of risks. This thus includes
an underlying assessment of the robustness of arrangements
to mitigate risks. Projects are rated on a scale of:
• Marginal: Not Acceptable, for environmental and/or social
reasons – not suitable for EIB financing.
53
54

64

S ee box p. 20: The EIB’s Gender Strategy and Action Plan
See box p. 31: Climate mainstreaming the Carbon Footprint Exercise
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Ratings for the assessed projects outside the EU ranged from
“2” (seven projects) to “4” (six projects). Sector average ratings
were similar across most sectors at around 3. Transport and
agriculture projects, which often affect a relatively large area,
appear to raise more environmental and social issues on average, necessitating heightened attention to mitigate risks.

100 new projects
signed in 2017

In detail
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Sector

Approved
amount*

Signed
in
2017*

Project
cost*

PS

Access Microfinance Holding III

ACP

Microfinance

15

2

130

100

AccessBank Azerbaijan Loan for SMEs II

EAST

Credit lines

20

20

40

100

2

ACP Smallholder Financing Facility

ACP

Agriculture, forestry

5

5

10

100

2

AEP Abidjan

ACP

Water, sewerage

35

35

70

Afreximbank Loan for Private Sector

ACP

Credit lines

100

100

200

Africa Energy Guarantee Facility

ACP

Energy

47

42

1299

Agricultural Modernisation and
Innovation

EAST

Agriculture, forestry

34

34

67

Industry and R&D

3

3

6

Agriculture, forestry

5

5

64

Industry and R&D

5

5

64

Equity funds

3

2

32

Agri-Vie Fund II

ACP

Inf

100
100

10

CC**

2
100

100

90

92

100

PA

Credit lines

200

200

400

100

20

Aklease Loan for SME and Midcaps

PA

Credit lines

100

40

200

100

2

Ande Transmission & Distribution System
Upgrade

ALA

Energy

88

80

182

Arab Bank Regional Facility for SMEs and
Midcaps

SOUTH

Credit lines

300

300

600

100

2

Attijariwafa Loan for SMEs and Midcaps

SOUTH

Credit lines

100

100

200

100

2

Automotive Glass Manufacturing
Morocco

SOUTH

Industry and R&D

56

56

113

100

Autoroute du Centre

SOUTH

Transport

166

166

332

100

Bangalore Metro Rail Project - Line R6

ALA

Transport

500

300

1634

100

Bank Audi Lebanon SME and Midcaps
Loan

SOUTH

Credit lines

60

60

120

100

2

Bank of Africa Sub-Saharan Financing
Facility

ACP

Credit lines

55

34

110

100

2

SOUTH

Credit lines

500

250

1400

100

2

BBVA Paraguay MBIL

ALA

Credit lines

30

30

60

100

2

BCI Private Enterprise Facility (New
Caledonia)

ACP

Credit lines

20

20

40

100

2

BICE Credit Line for Private Sector

ALA

Credit lines

61

61

120

100

2

BiondVax Universal Flu Vaccine (IDFF)

SOUTH

Industry and R&D

20

20

45

100

BMCE Ligne Bleue MBIL

SOUTH

Credit lines

10

10

20

100

Bolivia East-West Corridor

ALA

Transport

75

77

152

100

BRT Bus Rapid Transit Dakar

ACP

Transport

80

80

369

100

Bursa Integrated Hospital Campus

PA

Health

150

150

450

100

Bus Rapid Transit Corridor

ALA

Transport

128

124

259

100

Caribbean and Pacific Impact Finance
Facility

ACP

Microfinance

3

3

3

SOUTH

Transport

60

60

328

ACP

Equity funds

17

16

165

Casablanca Tramway Ligne II
Catalyst Fund II
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27

Akbank Loan for SMEs and Midcaps IV

Banque Misr SME and Midcaps Loan
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Objective contribution (%)

Region

Project

100

2

100

100

100
2

100
100

100

100

100

Sector

Approved
amount*

Signed
in
2017*

Project
cost*

Energy

41

41

132

Industry and R&D

30

30

97

Transport

6

6

19

Water, sewerage

43

43

140

Equity funds

8

8

85

Energy

150

150

500

Transport

60

60

200

Water, sewerage

90

90

300

EAST

Urban development

10

10

Clinical Centers

PA

Health

200

Corridor Côtier - Section Nord

ACP

Transport

Credo Bank

EAST

Development Bank of Nigeria
Development Loan III for SMEs and
Midcaps

Project

Region

Objective contribution (%)
Inf

CC**

RI

100

56

100

100

70

25

100

100

50

429

100

22

22

94

100

Microfinance

4

4

8

100

ACP

Equity in banks

19

17

250

100

PA

Credit lines

200

100

400

100

2

EG Bank Loan for SMEs

SOUTH

Credit lines

19

18

38

100

2

Egypt Midcap Fund

SOUTH

Equity funds

14

14

110

100

Enel Green Power Peru

ALA

Energy

131

127

290

Equity Bank MBIL

ACP

Credit lines

75

75

150

Fiji Water and Wastewater Project

ACP

Water, sewerage

69

64

315

100

20

Fina Enerji Wind Power Plants

PA

Energy

60

17

131

100

100

SOUTH

Industry and R&D

35

35

72

FUNDAPEC

ACP

Education

5

5

10

100

2

Georgia Transport Connectivity

EAST

Transport

500

250

1000

100

16

16

80

32

32

160

16

16

80

CDB Climate Action FL II

Cepheus Ethiopia SME Fund

China Climate Eximbank Framework Loan

Chisinau Energy Efficiency

Food & Drinks Business Development
Morocco

ACP

ACP

ALA

ACP
Global Climate Partnership Fund

ALA

Equity funds

RSA

PS

100

100
2

100
100

100
2

100

100

100

Greater Colombo Wastewater Project

ALA

Water, sewerage

50

50

156

100

50

GWP Tbilisi Waste Water and
Infrastructure

EAST

Water, sewerage

23

21

95

100

52

Hanoi Metro Line

ALA

Transport

141

68

899

100

100

I&M Bank Regional Financing Facility

ACP

Equity funds

75

9

150

100

I&P Afrique Entrepreneurs II

ACP

Credit lines

10

10

80

100

IDF Loan for SMEs & Priority Projects III

PA

Credit lines

100

100

200

70

India Solar Power

ALA

Energy

200

199

International Housing Solutions Fund II

ACP

Urban development

18

ISP Loan for SMEs and Other Priorities IV

PA

Credit lines

Jirama Andekaleka Hydro Expansion

ACP

Energy

2

30

15

588

100

100

17

67

100

15

80

50

160

30

2

31

31

82

100

100
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Sector

Approved
amount*

Signed
in
2017*

Project
cost*

Kabala II - Eau et Assainissement
Bamako

ACP

Water, sewerage

50

50

182

Kazagro Climate Loan for SMEs, midcaps
& MSMEs

ALA

Credit lines

200

100

400

Kenya Power Distribution Last Mile
Connectivity

ACP

Energy

60

60

180

100

Kharkiv Metro Extension

EAST

Transport

160

160

330

100

100

Kigali Central Sewerage

ACP

Water, sewerage

45

45

96

100

71

Kyrgyz Agriculture and Food Value Chain

ALA

Agriculture, forestry

40

22

80

100

2

Land Bank Agriculture & Climate Action
Facility

ACP

Agriculture, forestry

50

50

100

100

35

Leasing and Lending for SMEs

ACP

Credit lines

70

70

247

100

2

Lebanon Private Sector Support

SOUTH

Credit lines

270

259

540

100

2

Loan for SMEs & Midcaps-Banque de
l’Habitat

SOUTH

Credit lines

120

120

240

100

2

Lucknow Metro Rail Project

ALA

Transport

450

250

914

100

100

Lusaka Sanitation Program

ACP

Water, sewerage

103

103

262

100

51

SOUTH

Equity funds

15

15

200

ACP

Water, sewerage

21

21

56

SOUTH

Credit lines

200

100

400

100

ACP

Telecoms

4

4

8

100

Mechatronic and Cable Manufacturing
Maghreb

SOUTH

Industry and R&D

21

21

43

100

Mediterrania Capital III

SOUTH

Equity funds

15

15

250

100

Mexico Climate Action FL

ALA

Energy

94

86

1117

100

Modernisation Réseau Routier
Madagascar

ACP

Transport

110

110

236

100

Moldova Romania Electricity
Interconnection

EAST

Energy

80

80

270

100

Montenegro Railways III

PA

Transport

20

20

45

100

100

Oasis Africa SME Fund

ACP

Equity funds

7

7

42

Olkaria I Geothermal Extension

ACP

Energy

72

72

298

100

100

Oschadbank Guarantee Facility

EAST

Guarantees

9

9

70

100

Partech Africa Venture Capital Fund

ACP

Equity funds

10

10

100

100

Procredit Guarantee Facility

EAST

Guarantees

18

18

138

100

2

Procredit Loan for SME and Other COP
Objectives

EAST

Credit lines

85

70

170

PA

Credit lines

55

30

110

100

2

Programme National Assainissement II

SOUTH

Water, sewerage

34

34

176

Raiffeisen Guarantee Facility

EAST

Guarantees

12

12

140

Regional Mombasa Port Access Road

ACP

Transport

50

50

250

100

SOUTH

Transport

83

83

653

100

Maghreb Private Equity Fund IV
Malawi NRWB Water Efficiency Project
MBIL Finea
M-Birr Mobile Banking Service

Réseau Ferroviaire Rapide II
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Region

Project
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PS

Inf

CC**

100

15

100

RI

60

100

100
100

27
2

10

100
100

100

100
100

100

2

100
100

100

15
2
100
100

Objective contribution (%)

Region

Sector

Approved
amount*

Signed
in
2017*

Project
cost*

PS

Inf

CC**

RLRS Loan for SMEs & Other Priorities II

PA

Credit lines

20

20

40

70

30

2

Sainshand Onshore Wind Project

ALA

Energy

44

40

114

100

100

SGRS Loan for SMEs Midcaps & Other
Priorities IV

PA

Credit lines

110

60

220

70

30

2

Shorecap III

ACP

Microfinance

18

17

137

100

TBC Guarantee Facility

EAST

Guarantees

3

2

21

100

TLCOM Tide Africa Fund

ACP

Equity funds

10

9

90

100

Tomato Processing Line

EAST

Agriculture, forestry

22

22

45

100

Ukrgasbank Guarantee Facility

EAST

Guarantees

9

9

77

100

Université Euro-Méditerranéenne de Fès

SOUTH

Education

53

53

112

Industry and R&D

17

17

35

Project

RI

2

2
100

25

Vantage Mezzanine Fund III

ACP

Equity funds

23

24

139

Vardnili & Enguri Hydro Rehabilitation

EAST

Energy

24

4

52

Vitas Palestine

SOUTH

Microfinance

4

4

9

100

2

West Africa Microfinance Facility

ACP

Microfinance

4

4

4

100

2

West Africa Microfinance Facility

ACP

Microfinance

4

4

4

100

2

West Panama City Sanitation ProgrammeBurunga

ALA

Water, sewerage

47

42

283

100

35

Wind Farm Gulf of Suez

SOUTH

Energy

115

115

335

100

100

Yerevan Energy Efficiency

EAST

Urban development

7

7

20

100

73

100

100
100

100

100

* EUR m. Amounts for operations denominated in a currency other than EUR are converted on the basis of the exchange rate applicable at the time of approval
(approved amount, project cost) or signature (signed amount).
** The 2% applied to standard credit lines signed in 2017 was applied globally and was based on an ex post analysis of earlier credit lines, namely of the activities
financed at allocation level (financial intermediary’s onlending to final beneficiaries) under similar non-dedicated credit lines in 2014-2016. All climate action
data for 2017 is subject to the 2017 Sustainability Report audit.
Objective contribution

Region

PS

Local private sector development

ACP

African, Caribbean and Pacific countries + OCT

Inf

Social and economic infrastructure

ALA

Asia, Central Asia and Latin America

CC

Climate change mitigation and adaptation

EAST

Eastern Neighbours

RI

Regional integration

MED

Mediterranean partnership countries

PA

Pre-Accession countries

Operations for which a contract was signed in a previous year (results reported in a previous year)
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